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DVExperts International would like to present the following points about controlled and
uncontrolled level crossings:
1.

Whilst DVE accepts the economic reality of level crossings, the fundamental safety
solution to the hazard of interaction between trains, road users (vehicle’s, cyclists and
pedestrians) is grade separation. The Sydney metropolitan rail network represents an
example of what can be done when the rail network is grade separated.

2.

A fundamental premise in the development of safety systems is that the first option
which should be evaluated is the elimination of the hazard. At least two options (with
subsets) should be considered for each existing crossing based on the question “Is
there a robust requirement for the road traffic to cross the rail network at this specific
crossing?” If the answer is:
o

o

3.

“No”; then the fundamental existence of the crossing is questioned and the
crossing should be eliminated. DVExperts would specifically question the
existence of:


Multiple level crossings within a close proximity of one another, the
crossings should be rationalised. Thus resulting in the elimination of some
crossings.



Level crossings which do not comply with current VicRoads guidelines.

“Yes”; then the ALCAM methodology should be applied.


If funding is available to up-grade the crossing such that it will be grade
separated or to up-grade the crossing to world’s best practice for ‘actively
controlled level crossings’ it should be implemented.



If funding is currently not available then other options need to be explored,
to reduce the risk.

Whilst no significant new rail networks have been built, it should be a requirement of
any new and/or re-developed Victorian rail network that:
o

Level crossings are eliminated by grade separation on main roads (and that it is
desirable that grade separation is provided on all roads).

o

On all roads less than main routes all level crossings are actively controlled using
world’s best practice.

4.

It is DVExperts opinion that current level crossings not at world’s best practice, place
the responsibility of safe operation on the road users and this has been clearly
demonstrated to be ineffective.

5.

Rail operators also have an obligation to operate in a mutually understanding role,
rather than the current practice, which is the trains will run and the road users will get
out of the trains way. Specifically, if a train is being operated on a route with less than
world’s best practice level crossings and the route is being affected by environmental
conditions such as rain or fog then the train should be operated in a manner consistent
with the road rules. It is DVExperts’ observation that trains travel at designated speeds
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on their routes irrespective of the environmental conditions (rain or fog), whereas road
users are required to adjust and modify their speed to suit the conditions. It is
DVExperts contention that if trains are operated on a route with less than world’s best
practice level crossings and the environmental conditions degrade the speed of the
train must be reduced.
6.

There is misleading information being consistently presented in Australia on the value
of increasing the conspicuity of train engine and rolling stock. An ARRB study1 is
repeatedly referenced as the justification that increasing train engine and rolling stock
conspicuity would not have any significant effect of level crossing collisions. It is
DVExperts opinion that research terms of reference defined the outcome. The
conclusion that increasing conspicuity will not affect a driver’s ability to perceive a
hazard is contrary to other railway conspicuity research, current practice in terms of all
emergency service vehicles, day-time running light research, current VicRoads practice
for oversized vehicles, WorkSafe’s practice for industrial sites and common sense. It is
DVExperts opinion that increasing conspicuity of railway train engines and rolling stock
would increase the likelihood drivers perceiving an approaching train engine and rolling
stock therefore increasing the likelihood of drivers recognising the hazard and reduce
the likelihood of a collision occurring.

7.

For long vehicles such as trucks the issue of ‘stop’ verses ‘give way’ is critical to the
trucks’ level of exposure. If a truck rolls across a level crossing, the time to cross can
be six seconds whereas at the same crossing the same truck from a stop sign could
require 13 seconds. The consequence for the truck driver is that they effectively need
to see (to perceive a hazard) at twice the distance for the stop sign than a give way
sign.

8.

DVExperts research has identified inadequate risk assessments being carried out at
level crossing: they do not properly account for higher train speeds, severe restrictions
to truck driver visibility due to truck cabin designs and the poor geometry of crossings.

9.

Passive level crossings are known to be hazardous by all relevant government
agencies and stated to be in need of upgrade. Whilst the State Government has
announced various funding increases for level crossing safety upgrades, and states a
strong commitment to improving level crossing safety, in DVExperts opinion, the
annual budget allocation is very low and is not in accord with the expressed
Government claims.

10.

DVExperts consider that due to such low budget commitments, the fundamental safety
of many passive crossings have been reduced to the lowest level of safety, i.e. the
capabilities and perception of individual vehicle drivers. It is a complete abrogation of
responsibility by the Government, Regulators and relevant agencies and operators, to
on the one hand acknowledge that passive crossings are in dire need of safety
upgrade, and then resort to ‘blaming the driver’ when a collision occurs at such
crossings on the other.

11.

Dr Rechnitzer and Dr Wigglesworth have developed a concept of active rumble strips
[see attached paper Appendix 1]

1

Conspicuity of Enhanced Lighting Treatments for Railway Locomotives ARRB Report RC07278
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12.

Dr Rechnitzer has, based on his PhD thesis (underrun protection for trucks), developed
a concept of fitting an energy attenuating system on the front of a train [see attached
paper Appendix 2].

Research and countermeasure implementation in Victoria [and
Australia] should be extended to include:
1.

The benefit, appropriateness and effectiveness of any educational programs should be
quantified.

2.

Review the effect of stop vs. give way signs at uncontrolled level crossings.

3.

Evaluate modern technology based methods to assist drivers to determine if it is safe
to cross at uncontrolled level crossings.

4.

Implement enhanced train engine and rolling stock conspicuity measures

5.

Add Active and Passive Rumble Strips to all crossings with advance electronic active
warning signs.

6.

Add Energy Attenuating Systems to the front of train engines to reduce the injury
consequence of a train - road vehicle collision.

7.

Review current methods of level crossing risk assessments which have not provided
for high speed trains or actual levels of visibility available to truck drivers from truck
cabins.

8.

Provide alternate interim risk reduction practices in the time taken to implement
identified level crossing upgrades.

9.

Government and industry funding needs to be significantly increased to reduce the
time lag of implementing necessary safety upgrades at many level crossings. Delays in
implementation of such upgrades will result in further severe collisions at such
crossings with attendant high cost and loss of life.

Conclusions from the DVE International Literature research
[Appendix 3]
10.

Australia is behind other leading nations in relation to level crossing safety:
i.

Although Australia has safety standards relating to level crossings, most
requirements are optional and not required.

ii.

The implementation of safety measures is not uniform throughout the country
and varies significantly from state to state.

iii.

No clear guide exists about which types of control devices are required or
recommended for certain defined characteristics.

11.

Other countries have specific recommendations related to fog and reduced visibility:
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i.

Canada requires crossing illumination at all open crossings

ii.

The USA recommends crossing illumination and roadway delineation at level
crossings where there is frequent fog occurrence or inclement weather.

12.

The USA and Canada produced studies citing the fact that active safety controls are
much more effective than minimal passive controls.

13.

Fog has been shown to be a contributing factor in level crossing collisions, based on
several cases reviewed by the US government. In response, the NTSB recommended
the required installation of active warning devices at grade crossings where sight
distances are frequently reduced by dense fog.

14.

Reflective materials have been demonstrated to be effective in increasing train
conspicuity; the USA has mandated the implementation of reflective materials on all
trains.

15.

The sounding of the train horn is not a reliable method for alerting drivers at level
crossings. It was reported in the USA that drivers of heavy vehicles often have
difficulty hearing the audibility of the train horn until it is too late to stop.

16.

In DVExperts’ opinion, the global recognition of the hazardous nature of level crossings
is best mitigated with the implementation of simple engineering controls. This
effectively leads to the conclusion that it is the ultimate responsibility of the governing
bodies and not of the general driving public to minimize level crossing risk.

Dr George Rechnitzer
B.Eng., M.Eng.Sc., PhD., MIEAust., CPEng., FSIA, MSAEA

Shane Richardson
B.Eng. (Mech.), MSc. (MVT), MIEAust., MSAEA.
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INNOVATIONS IN RAIL INJURY PREVENTION
AT RAILROAD CROSSINGS
Dr George Rechnitzer (FSIA)
Director, DVExperts Pty Ltd (www.dvexperts.net).
&
Dr Eric Wigglesworth (FSIA Hon)
Honorary Senior Research Fellow,
Monash University Accident Research Centre
Abstract. With some 6000 passive crossings in Australia (and over 120,000 in the USA), low
cost measures aimed at crash prevention as well as reduction in crash severity are needed if we
are to reduce the toll at these crossings. This paper examines three innovative options for
addressing these requirements. The first relates to the development of a focused acoustic
warning device, which only approaching vehicle drivers can hear. The second comprises an
active tactile device (active rumble strip), which only activates when a train is approaching the
crossing. Such a device would be incorporated into the roadway and provide vehicle drivers
with sufficient stimulus to alert them to an approaching train. The third measure relates to
dramatically improving the crashworthiness interface of the front of a train to reduce the impact
severity with cars or other vehicles. The characteristics required of an inflatable airbag device
(or other types of energy absorbing device) fitted to the front of train will be discussed, as will
the potential effectiveness of such a device.

1. Introduction
Currently, the design of the front of trains could hardly be more hazardous to other road
users in collisions. Although crash prevention at level crossings is certainly the
preferred option, there is also the opportunity to modify the front of trains1 to reduce
their aggressively and improve their compatibility with other road users in the event of a
crash.
This paper proposes three innovative measures for crash risk and injury risk reduction at
level crossings [Rechnitzer, 2001]. The first is in the form of a directed acoustic
warning device emitted from the train but focussed on approaching vehicle drivers. The
second is an 'active tactile warning device' to help prevent crash occurrence at
unprotected level crossings. The third considers the use of energy absorbing devices
(such as airbags) on the front of trains to reduce severe injury risk should a collision
eventuate.

2. Directed Acoustic warning devices
For many years, engineers have tried to provide an audible warning system that would
reliably alert a motorist to the presence of an approaching train. To provide that audible
warning, locomotives throughout the world have been fitted with klaxons, and
locomotive crews are required to sound their klaxons at the whistle board (erected at
before each crossing) and whenever necessary thereafter. This is understandable since,
at passive crossings, there is no other warning of an approaching train and locomotive
engine crews can frequently detect the likelihood of collision several seconds before the
event, but are powerless to prevent it.
1

Trains refers collectively to passenger trains, locomotives etc
1

This is a compelling argument, but unfortunately, two independent research studies in
the USA and in Australia both concluded that any such warning would be a source of
noise-induced hearing loss to train crews, pedestrians waiting at the crossing and to
local residents. [Aurelius and Korobow, (1971): Wigglesworth (1978)].
Other teams suggested that, in order to be "totally effective", the audible warning level
immediately outside the road vehicle should be approximately 109 dB(A), and this in
turn suggests a level of about 157 dB(A) from the locomotive at a distance of (say) 200
metres. The threshold of pain is around 130 dB(A) (Hassall & Zaveri, 1979) whilst, for
comparison, a pneumatic drill delivers about 110 dB(A). Hence, a level of 157 dB(A)
from the locomotive klaxon would be an unacceptable level of noise both for the safety
of the train crew and for the local community.
A new approach is required, and modern technology may provide it. There is now
technology that can pipe sound into a very narrow beam (a sort of acoustic laser), with
no spread of sound outside that beam. Currently it is being developed by two American
companies [e.g Holosonics] where the publicity states, “A beam of light can be
controlled in many ways. It can be aimed at one person in a crowd, or spread to fill a
room. We can now do these very same things with sound.” Currently the application
seems to be confined to museums or other public events to provide localised
information for a particular exhibit, or to entertainment – type uses (e.g the monster’s
screams increase as it swoops down).
That technology might well provide a new source of safety at passive railway crossings
by enabling a focussed acoustic warning to be emitted from the locomotive directed and
heard only by the approaching vehicle drivers. Even so, much research would still be
needed to develop such a system – what sort of sound should be projected: whence
should it emanate; who should initiate, and so forth. But it could provide a new
scientific solution to what seems currently to be a seemingly intractable problem.

3. An active tactile warning device for level crossings
The use of tactile surface textures on roadways is well known, and varies from 'rumble
strips' on the edge of roads to 'corrugated surfaces' on the road way. Figure 1 illustrates
some example of rumble strips (Harwood, 1993).
The characteristics of rumble strips can vary greatly depending on intent, but overall
both an auditory and physical stimuli can be felt by the vehicle driver (and other
occupants). For passenger vehicles, the corrugation height can be quite shallow (around
8mm) yet still produce significant physical stimulus in a vehicle.
The proposal for level crossings is to install a low cost rumble strip system, which is
only active when a train is approaching the crossing. It is intended that such an active
tactile system be used in conjunction with existing visual warning devices. The key
point of the active tactile system is that is that it only provides a physical stimulus to the
car driver when a train is approaching. Currently at most passive crossings, not only are
trains infrequent, but also a car driver has no warning in advance if a train is
approaching or not.
A concept design for an active rumble strip using a pressurized tube system is shown in
Figure 2. The hydraulic rubber tube is seated within a metal housing, embedded in
2

precast concrete support block. The rubber tubing holds the hydraulic fluid. In its active
state the fluid is at low pressure (hydraulic system is open) allowing the vehicle's wheel
to deform the tubing and create a significant wheel displacement.

Figure 1 Examples of types of rumble strips
(From Figure 1, Harwood et al, 1993)
In its passive state the hydraulic fluid is pressurised (tube full, hydraulic system closed)
thus not allowing wheel displacement. In the pressurized state the tubing is slightly
proud of the surface and only a slight wheel perturbation would occur.

Car wheel

Hydraulic tube
forming rumble
strip

Figure 2 Concept design for an active rumble strip using a pressurized tube system.
[System is shown in 'active' state. The hydraulic fluid is at low pressure allowing the car
wheel to displace vertically into the tube, and thus create the ‘rumble’ strip.]
The full system would comprise a series of five or so tube rumble strips embedded in a
precast concrete block (Figure 3). An electric powered pump, small reservoir and solar
panel (with battery storage capacity) completes the system. Power requirements would

3

be low as pump operation is required infrequently, and generally only when a train is
approaching. In this system, if power fails, the system would automatically revert to an
active state, as the hydraulic pressure would not be maintained. Activation would occur
by an electronic signal transmitted from the approaching train.

Figure 3. Concept sketch showing cross section of hydraulic 'active' rumble strip,
showing five units set in a precast concrete block, which is then set in the roadway
The proposed active rumble strip system will require full determination of system
parameters such as the diameter and materials for the hydraulic tubing, pressure and
pump requirements, maintenance and a host of other operational factors. This work has
not been carried out at this stage, and additional project funding will be required for
prototype development, should initial testing be favorable.

4. Energy absorbing systems for the front of trains
In a review titled "Locomotive to Vehicle Collisions" carried out by the US National
Highway and Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA, 1995), concluded that
"…structural modifications to the locomotive can reduce the severity of the impact".
This research was conducted in response to …'increasing trends in occupant injury
severity when automobiles are struck by railroad locomotives'. The report references
work that has been carried out including full-scale crash tests and computer-modeling
etc. Based on theoretical design development work by Strubble (1975) on attenuators
for the front of locomotives, the NHTSA report notes that the concept is technically
feasible and that approximately 500 lives per annum could be saved in the USA.
The NHTSA report provides data on estimated train speeds at impact. Based on 1969
data it concludes that 80% of collisions are less than 50mph (80km/h). Using the
example a 681 tonne train impacting the side of a car (1 tonne), the NHTSA study
identified that to meet current side impact standards (FMVSS 214) a 2m long energy
absorber would be required.
To illustrate these fundamental principles and the effectiveness of fitting an airbag
system to the front of a train, the author (Rechnitzer, 2000), presented the example that
a pedestrian could be 'safely' struck by a train travelling at 100km/h - provided a large
enough airbag (allowing 4m of compression) was fitted to the train. This example is
presented and further elaborated here.
Example of a Pedestrian-train impact with an airbag on front of train
The following example is intended to demonstrate that crash severity and hence injury
outcome, is not inherently a result of either the mass or speed of the impacting partners,
but rather from the lack of an effective interface between the impacting objects.
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The example involves a pedestrian standing on a train track, struck by a train travelling
at 100km/h (see Figure 4 & Figure 5). In this example a large airbag is fitted to the
front of the train. Equation 1 can be used2 to provide a first estimate of the deformation
length required for a 'soft impact’ within tolerance. Using a maximum 10g-acceleration
level, the crush length needed is given by:
v2 = 2as, or s = v2 / 2a
Substituting v =100km/h (27.8m/s), and a= 10g = 10x9.8 =98m/s2, gives:
s = v2 / 2a = (27.8)2/(2x98) = 3.94m
Hence the deformation distance required is approximately s = 4.0m
V =100
Airbag - Length ‘D’

V =0

Figure 4. At point of impact between pedestrian and train with front airbag deployed.
V =100

Airbag - crush ‘S’

V =100

Figure 5. After initial impact, airbag has compressed distance ‘S’, and accelerated the
pedestrian up to the speed of the train.

2

V2 =2as
(1) Where, v = velocity change (to zero); s = distance over which the speed change
occurs; a = the resultant average acceleration (+ve or -ve)
5

Hence, if a pedestrian was struck by a train travelling at 100km/h, which had a large
airbag fitted to its front (resulting in 4m crush of the airbag), the impact would be quite
survivable with the pedestrian likely to be uninjured!
The vital factor to note from these calculations and previously cited research, is that it is
not the mass difference that is important but the interface between the impacting
vehicles that determines the injury risk . We are not trying to stop the train but rather we
are trying to accelerate the car (or pedestrian) up to the speed of the train! This is an
entirely more practical and solvable task.
This research demonstrates that conceptually and theoretically it is feasible to reduce the
injury risk in train to pedestrian or car impacts by adding attenuation devices to the front
of trains.
Such an energy absorbing system could comprise a large airbag, which can be filled
relatively slowly (i.e. not explosively), say in one second, using compressed air.
Activation could be by sensor or preferably by the driver foreseeing that a collision is
imminent.
Example of a vehicle -train impact with an airbag on front of train
The following example illustrates the same air bag concept, but this time impact is with
a utility vehicle. The same principles apply in terms of required crush length and
interface with the vehicle, except for higher airbag pressures required to take the impact
force from the vehicle.
The following table set sets out the crush distance required for the air bag for different
train impact speeds and for deceleration levels (average) of 10g and 15g.

Average ‘g’
10g
15g

Required Crush distance (metres)
Train speed
60 km/h
80 km/h
100 km/h
1.4
2.5
4.0
1.0
1.7
2.6

Figure 6 Required crush distance for various speeds and deceleration levels.
Thus, for example, from Figure 6 for at an train impact speed of 80km/h train, for
average 10g acceleration level, the required air bag ‘crush’ (displacement) is 2.5 metres;
at 15g it is 1.7 metres.
Figure 7 illustrates the 5 stages of airbag deployment through to impact with the
vehicle, air bag compression (crush) followed by ‘deflation” ride down.
Stage 1. Airbag is inactive.
Stage 2: Airbag is activated (by sensors or the train driver) due to impending collision with
vehicle on the rail crossing. Train brakes.
Stage 3. Airbag is fully deployed at impact with utility vehicle
Stage 4. Vehicle is accelerated up to the speed of the train, airbag compresses from the
impact.
Stage 5: Vehicle reaches train speed and airbag deflates, vehicle and train come to rest.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Figure 7 Concept illustrations of airbag deployment and impact between vehicle
and train (Stages 1-5)
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5. Conclusion
The paper has outlined three innovative systems for mitigating injury risk at 'passive'
level crossings.
The first two are aimed at crash prevention. The focussed acoustic warning device
draws on the latest technology, which now allows sound waves to be focussed into a
narrow beam. This technology could overcome the problem of having a sound, which is
loud enough yet only impacts on the car driver and not the locomotive operators,
passengers or surrounding residents.
The second system is a proposed design for an active tactile warning system to be
placed in the roadway before passive level crossings. This device is based on the
installation of an hydraulic pressurized, solar powered system, which is activated when
a train is approaching. It is 'failsafe' active in case of power failure.
The third system involves the installation of energy absorbing devices on the front of
trains to improve the compatibility between impact partners (be they vehicle or other
road users). Research work both in the USA and here has identified the feasibility of
such devices. It is proposed that such a system could comprise a large airbag (some 2.0
to 5.0 metres in size), which is activated (non-explosively) by the driver (or sensor), and
inflated from a stored compressed air cylinder.
All of these measures have only been considered at a conceptual level and will need
prototype testing and development to determine their full system requirements and
practicality. Project funding for this work will be needed to see its further development.
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INNOVATIVE MEASURES TO REDUCE CRASH OCCURRENCE AND
SEVERE INJURY RISK AT PASSIVE RAILROAD CROSSINGS
George Rechnitzer
Senior Research Fellow, Monash University Accident Research Centre
Abstract. With some 6000 passive crossings in Australia (and over 120,000 in the USA),
low cost measures aimed at crash prevention as well as reduction in crash severity are needed
if we are to reduce the toll at these crossings. This paper examines two options for addressing
these requirements. The first relates to the development of an active tactile device (active
rumble strip) which only activates when a train is approaching the crossing. Such a device
would be incorporated into the roadway and provide vehicle drivers with sufficient stimulus
to alert them to an approaching train. The second measure relates to dramatically improving
the crashworthiness interface of the front of a train to reduce the impact severity with cars or
other vehicles. The characteristics required of an inflatable airbag device (or other types of
energy absorbing device) fitted to the front of train will be discussed, as will the potential
effectiveness of such a device.

1. Introduction
Currently, the design of the front of trains could hardly be more hazardous to other
road users in collisions. Although crash prevention at level crossings is certainly the
preferred option, there is also the opportunity to modify the front of trains1 to reduce
their aggressively and improve their compatibility with other road users in the event
of a crash.

Figure 1 Derailed freight carriages from a level crossing crash with a semi-trailer
(Townsville Australia, from Herald-Sun, March 27th 2001)
1

Trains refers collectively to passenger trains, locomotives etc
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This paper proposes firstly an innovative measure in the form of an 'active tactile
warning device' to help prevent crash occurrence at unprotected level crossings, and
secondly considers the use of energy absorbing devices (such as airbags) on the front
of trains to reduce severe injury risk.

2. An active tactile warning device for level crossings
The use of tactile surface texture on roadways is well known, and varies from 'rumble
strips' on the edge of roads to 'corrugated surfaces' on the road way. Figure 2
illustrates some example of rumble strips (Harwood, 1993).

Figure 2 Examples of types of rumble strips
(From Figure 1, Harwood et al, 1993)
The characteristics of rumble strips can vary greatly depending on intent, but overall
both an auditory stimuli and physical can be felt by the vehicle driver (and other
occupants). For passenger vehicles, the corrugation height can be quite shallow
(around 8mm) yet still produce significant physical stimulus in a vehicle.
The proposal for level crossings is to install a low cost rumble strip system, which is
only active when a train is approaching the crossing. It is intended that such an active
tactile system be used in conjunction with existing visual warning devices. The key
point of the active tactile system is that is that it only provides a physical stimulus to
the car driver when a train is approaching. Currently at most passive crossings, not
only are trains infrequent, but a car driver has no warning in advance if a train is
approaching or not.
Figure 3 shows a concept design for an active rumble strip using a pressurized tube
system. The hydraulic rubber tube is seated within a metal housing, embedded in
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precast concrete support block. The rubber tubing holds the hydraulic fluid. In its
active state the fluid is at low pressure (hydraulic system is open) allowing the
vehicle's wheel to deform the tubing and create a significant wheel displacement.
In its passive state the hydraulic fluid is pressurised (tube full, hydraulic system
closed) thus not allowing wheel displacement. In the pressurized state the tubing is
slightly proud of the surface and only a slight wheel perturbation would occur.

Car wheel

Hydraulic tube
forming rumble
strip

Figure 3 Concept design for an active rumble strip using a pressurized tube system.
[System is shown in 'active' state. The hydraulic fluid is at low pressure allowing the
car wheel to displace vertically into the tube, and thus create the ‘rumble’ strip.]
The full system would comprise a series of five or so tube rumble strips embedded in
a precast concrete block (Figure 4). An electric powered pump, small reservoir and
solar panel (with battery storage capacity) completes the system. Power requirements
would be low as pump operation is required infrequently, and generally only when a
train is approaching. In this system, if power fails, the system would automatically
revert to an active state, as the hydraulic pressure would not be maintained. Activation
would occur by an electronic signal transmitted from the approaching train.

Figure 4. Concept sketch showing cross section of hydraulic 'active' rumble strip,
showing five units set in a precast concrete block, which is then set in the roadway
The proposed active rumble strip system will require full determination of system
parameters such as the diameter and materials for the hydraulic tubing, pressure and
pump requirements, maintenance and a host of other operational factors. This work
has not been carried out at this stage, and additional project funding will be required
for prototype development, should initial testing be favorable.
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3. Energy absorbing systems for the front of trains
In a review titled "Locomotive to Vehicle Collisions" carried out by the US National
Highway and Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA, 1995), concluded that
"…structural modifications to the locomotive can reduce the severity of the impact".
This research was conducted in response to …'increasing trends in occupant injury
severity when automobiles are struck by railroad locomotives'. The report references
work that has been carried out including full scale crash tests and computer-modeling
etc. Based on theoretical design development work by Strubble (1975) on attenuators
for the front of locomotives, the NHTSA report notes that the concept is technically
feasible and that approximately 500 lives per annum could be saved in the USA.
The NHTSA report provides data on estimated train speeds at impact. Based on 1969
data it concludes that 80% of collision are less than 50mph (80km/h). Using the
example a 681 tonne train impacting the side of a car (1 tonne), the NHTSA study
identified that to meet current side impact standards (FMVSS 214) a 2m long energy
absorber would be required.
To illustrate these fundamental principles and the effectiveness of fitting an airbag
system to the front of a train, the author (Rechnitzer, 2000), presented the example
that a pedestrian could be 'safely' struck by a train travelling at 100km/h - provided a
large enough airbag (allowing 4m of compression) was fitted to the train. This
example is presented here.
Example of a Pedestrian-train impact with an airbag on front of train
The following example is intended to demonstrate that crash severity and hence injury
outcome, is not inherently a result of either the mass or speed of the impacting
partners, but rather from the lack of an effective interface between the impacting
objects.
The example involves a pedestrian standing on a train track, struck by a train
travelling at 100km/h (see Figure 5 & Figure 6). In this example a large airbag is
fitted to the front of the train. Equation 1 can be used2 to provide a first estimate of the
deformation length required for a 'soft impact’ within tolerance. Using a maximum
10g-acceleration level, the crush length needed is given by:
v2 = 2as, or s = v2 / 2a
Substituting v =100km/h (28.8m/s), and a= 10g = 10x9.8 =98m/s2, gives:
s = v2 / 2a = (28.8)2/(2x98) = 4.2m
Hence the deformation distance required is approximately s = 4.2m

2

where

V2 =2as
(1)
v = velocity change (to zero)
s = distance over which the speed change occurs
a = the resultant average acceleration (+ve or -ve)
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Figure 5. Impact between pedestrian and train, at point of impact between pedestrian
and train with front airbag.
V=100
s

V=100

Figure 6. Impact between pedestrian and train with front airbag, after impact and
deceleration distance ‘s’.
Hence, if a pedestrian was struck by a train travelling at 100km/h, which had a large
airbag fitted to its front (resulting in 4m crush of the airbag), the impact would be
quite survivable with the pedestrian likely to be uninjured!
The vital factor to note from these calculations and previously cited research, is that it
is not the mass difference that is important but the interface between the impacting
vehicles that determines the injury risk . We are not trying to stop the train but rather
we are trying to accelerate the car (or pedestrian) up to the speed of the train! This is
an entirely more practical and solvable task.
This research demonstrates that conceptually and theoretically it is feasible to reduce
the injury risk in train to car impacts by adding attenuation devices to the front of
trains.
Such an energy absorbing system could comprise a large airbag which can be filled
relatively slowly (i.e. not explosively), say in one second, using compressed air.
Activation could be by sensor or preferably by the driver foreseeing that a collision is
imminent.
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4. Conclusion
The paper has outlined two innovative systems for mitigating injury risk at 'passive'
level crossings.
The first, aimed at crash prevention, outlines a proposed design for an active tactile
warning system to be placed in the roadway before 'passive level crossings. This
device is based on the installation of an hydraulic pressurized, solar powered system,
which is activated when a train is approaching. It is 'failsafe' active in case of power
failure.
The second system involves the installation of energy absorbing devices on the front
of trains to improve the compatibility between impact partners (be they vehicle or
other road users). Research work both in the USA and here has identified the
feasibility of such devices. It is proposed that such a system could comprise a large
airbag (some 3-4m in size) which is activated (non-explosively) by the driver, and
inflated from a stored compressed air cylinder.
Both of these measures have only been developed to the conceptual stage and will
need prototype testing and development to determine their full system requirements
and practicality. Project funding for this work will be needed to see its further
development.
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1 Executive Summary
This literature review documents information related to level crossing safety. This
literature review focuses on mandatory and recommended safety standards, regulations,
practices and the like relating to level (grade) crossing safety. Safety practices for
various countries including the USA, Canada, Great Britain, Japan, Sweden, were
compared to those in Australia.
The literature search focused mainly on current and actively used practices. Due to the
extremely large number of studies on the subject of level crossing safety (e.g. a Google
search of ‘level crossing safety’ returned hundreds of documents), documents and
articles were distilled after the relevance of the abstracts or summaries was determined.
A diligent attempt was made to obtain documents directly from governmental agencies
for each country.
All of the countries surveyed in this literature review recognized the presence of level
crossings to be a significant safety hazard/risk and are centralizing efforts to reduce
significantly reduce that risk mainly via implementation of engineering controls. All of the
countries surveyed incorporate some type of risk assessment model. In order to
determine which level crossings have the highest associated risk, they are ranked in
terms of specific characteristics such as speed, sight distances, road & track
characteristics, usage rates and number of accidents/violations. Based on ranking of
risk, the level crossings are scheduled for mitigation.
In order to address risk at existing level crossings, each country has mandated required
standards as well as recommendations for the control of the crossings. Typical
mandatory control measures include crossbucks, advanced warning signs, paint
markings, horn sounding and headlight illumination. Flashing lights and automatic boom
gates, are required in some circumstances and recommended in others. Crossing
Illumination is required in Canada at all unprotected crossings and is recommended in
the USA in areas where fog is common. In Great Britain, trains are required to stop or
slow significantly prior to reaching an open crossing.
Implemented “alternative” countermeasures such as crossing illumination, flashing lights,
median barriers and boom gates of various types were evaluated by the USA and
Canada. The effectiveness of these alternative countermeasures, alone or in
combination, was on the order of 52% to 88%.
Common issues relating to level crossing collisions in the USA were assessed. The USA
found that it was common for drivers of heavy vehicle such as school buses and large
trucks to have difficulty hearing the audibility of the train horn until it is too late to stop. In
relation to visibility of trains, the USA concluded that retro-reflective materials are
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extremely effective and are sufficiently durable to survive a myriad of environments.
Further, it was found that several train crashes have occurred in fog where limited
visibility was determined to be a contributing factor and spurred recommendations for the
installation of active warning devices where sight distances are frequently reduced by
dense fog.
It was concluded that Australia has a higher incidence of level crossing deaths (in terms
of population) than other countries surveyed. A Possible reason for the higher incidence
of level crossing occurrences is the apparent lack of uniform standards between various
states In contrast, other countries referenced in this review, such as the USA and
Canada employ an effective model where a single body is responsible for issuing
standards and verifying compliance. The UK employs a cascading hierarchical model
with specifically outlined responsibilities.
It is clear to the authors that Australia must employ a specific guide specifying which
devices should be installed in certain circumstances.
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2 Introduction
This report documents an extensive literature review on level crossing safety around
major industrialised countries around the world. This research arises from DVExpert’s
investigation, reconstruction and analysis of various level crossing crashes that have
occurred in Victoria.
This literature review focuses on mandatory and recommended safety standards,
regulations, practices and the like relating to level (grade) crossing safety. Safety
practices for various countries were reviewed. The literature search focused mainly on
current and actively used practices. Due to the extremely large number of studies on the
subject of level crossing safety (e.g. a Google search of ‘level crossing safety’ returned
hundreds of documents), many studies were not included. The documents and articles
were distilled after the relevance of the abstracts or summaries was determined. A
diligent attempt was made to obtain documents directly from governmental agencies for
each country.

2.1

Scope

The scope of this literature review is to consider and comment upon rail safety practices
both interstate within Australia and in countries overseas with comparable rail networks,
such as the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Japan, Germany, and Sweden.
The issue of safety practices in fog is also considered.

2.2

Method

The authors completed an extensive literature review on the subject of level crossing
safety throughout the world. Extensive internet and publication research was conducted.
A multitude of state and federal government documents, standards and regulations were
reviewed. Relevant agencies were contacted in order to gain further insight and to verify
uncovered information. Due to the extremely large number of studies on the subject of
level crossing safety, many studies were not included.
Based on the available information, the authors undertook a review of the available
relevant body of literature related to level crossing safety with the findings provided
hereunder:
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3 Background & Definitions
The term level crossing, also commonly referred to a grade crossing (also called a
railroad crossing, railway crossing or train crossing) is a crossing which occurs on one
level — without recourse to a bridge or tunnel — of a railway (railroad) line by a road,
path, or another railway (see Figure 1).1 In contrast, the term metro usually means that
there are no level crossings (i.e., that the system is grade-separated).

Figure 1: Ripponlea, Victoria Railway Station 1
In many countries Traffic Control Devices (TCDs) are used to enhance safety at level
crossings. Traffic control devices, such as advance warning signs, pavement markings,
and crossbucks, are termed “passive” because their message remains constant with
time. Alternatively, “active” control devices tell the motorist whether or not a train is
approaching or occupying the crossing and thus give a variable message. Typical active
traffic control devices are flashing lights and automatic boom gates.
In the early railway days, level crossings were commonly controlled by a flagman who
would wave a red flag or lantern to warn crossing traffic (mostly horse-drawn) that a train
was approaching. Both manually and electrically operated closable gates that
barricaded the roadway and were intended to prevent intrusion of road traffic onto the
crossing were later introduced at many crossings. Reportedly, the first U.S. patent for
such crossing gates was awarded on August 27, 1867, to J. Nason and J. F. Wilson, both
of Boston, Massachusetts, USA.
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With the appearance of motor vehicles, the existing barriers became less effective.
Therefore, many countries substituted gated crossings equipped with barriers having
reduced strength but higher visibility. Road users were given the responsibility to follow
the warning signals and to stop/yield to oncoming trains. The types of barriers used
include full barriers or full boom gates (see Figure 2), which consist of arms blocking the
full width of each side of the road and half barriers or half boom gates (see Figure 3),
which consist of a single arms blocking only oncoming traffic on each side. Half barriers
have in the past been considered to have an advantage over full barriers as motorists are
less likely to be stranded between the gates and unable to exit the crossing. However,
common cases where impatient motorists have driven around the barriers have raised
safety concerns with half barriers. For this reason long arm barriers or long arm boom
gates have been developed which extend approximately ¾ across the roadway.

Figure 2: Level Crossing with Full Barrier Gates
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Figure 3: Level Crossing with Half Barrier Boom Gates
To this day, in many countries, level crossings on small rural roads and paths are often
un-gated, sometimes with warning lights or bells to warn of approaching trains. Un-gated
crossings represent a significant safety issue with many accidents occurring due to
crossing users failing to notice or observe warnings. Additionally, while drivers are
required to stop when they see warning signals or flashing lights, they are permitted to
proceed where there is a grade crossing warning system without gates if they conclude
that they can do so safely. In most instances, drivers do not know the maximum railway
operating speed, nor can they know how far they must see along the track to make this
judgment.
In most countries, the strategy for contemporary railway design is to avoid the use of
level crossings altogether. However, in many areas, the implementation of bridges or
tunnels for grade-separated crossings is impractical, and many level crossings still exist
throughout the world. Even worse, many of these level crossings are passive, with no
boom gates or flashing lights to warn users.
Given that many level crossings still exist throughout the world and due to the associated
safety issues, many countries have mandated specific regulations and standards for level
crossings. In the following Sections, the specific regulations and standards for various
nations are discussed and compared those present in Australia.
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4 United States Level Crossing Safety
In the United States, level crossings are most commonly referred to as grade crossings
or at-grade crossings. The agencies overseeing laws and regulations for level crossings
in the US include the Department of Transportation, the Federal Railroad Administration,
the Federal Highway Administration and the Federal Highway Administration. The US
Department of Transportation has made it a goal “to continue reducing in the rate of
vehicle-train collisions at highway-rail grade crossings.” 2 The plan identified a significant
number of initiatives in several broad categories to be undertaken by the DOT to
enhance safety at grade crossings. The goal of the plan was to achieve a 50% reduction
in the number of level crossing accidents and fatalities over a 10-year period.
The USA has issued many Regulations and Standards relating to grade crossings, which
are discussed in the following sub-sections. Specifically, during the past decade, the
FRA adopted regulations for the inspection, testing, and maintenance of automated
warning devices and requirements for the installation and use of alerting lights on all
locomotives that traverse highway-rail crossings at greater than 20 mph. Statistics show
that the US efforts to improve grade crossing safety have been and continue to be
successful. From 1994 to 2002, the number of fatalities at highway-rail grade crossings
was reduced by nearly fifty percent (see Figure 4).2 Thirty years ago, the number of
fatalities at highway-rail grade crossings was approximately 1,500; over four times that of
present day.3
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Figure 4: Fatality Trends at Highway-Rail Grade Crossings 1990-2002.

4.1

USA Department of Transportation Railroad-Highway Grade
Crossing Handbook4

This handbook provides general information on railroad-highway crossings, including
characteristics of the crossing environment and users, and the physical and operational
improvements for safe and efficient use by both highway and rail traffic. The following is
the Abstract for the Handbook:
Rail-Highway grade crossing safety and operational problems involve two
components the highway and the railroad. The highway component involves
drivers, pedestrians, vehicles and roadway segments in the vicinity of the crossing.
The railroad component involves the trains and the tracks at the crossing. The
element of risk present at a given location is a function of the characteristics of the
two components and their corresponding elements. Several formulas are described
which seek to quantify the degree of risk, identify the locations most urgently in
need of improvement, and prioritize the hazardous locations which have been
isolated. Various types of at-grade crossing improvements described include active
warning devices, passive warning devices, sight distance improvements,
operational improvements, and crossing surface improvements. Grade separations
or crossing closures are suggested as improvement solutions where either
extremely high or low demand for the crossing exists. The ultimate choice for a
crossing improvement is determined by balancing the benefits in accident reduction
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and reduced user costs against costs for the improvement. Procedures, models
and computer programs which will assist making these selections are described.
According to the Handbook, the components of a railroad-highway grade crossing are
divided into two categories: highway (i.e. driver/vehicle and roadway) and railroad (i.e.
train and tracks). The location where these two components intersect must be designed
to incorporate the basic needs of both highway vehicles and trains.

4.1.1

Highway Component

According to the Handbook, the situations faced by a driver of any vehicle at a crossing
occur in three areas or zones: The Approach Zone, the Non-Recovery Zone and the
Hazard Zone (see Figure 5). These zones are particular areas of road that correspond
to sections of highway on which drivers should ideally make certain decisions concerning
the upcoming crossing.
The Approach Zone is that in which drivers begin to formulate actions needed to avoid
colliding with trains. Drivers use this zone to search for a train or signal, to recognize any
hazards, and to decide on the proper course of action. Within the approach zone, the
vehicle operator must become aware that a crossing is ahead. Information is usually
provided by an advance warning sign and pavement markings as well as audible horn
blows from the train itself. Therefore, advance warnings should be placed at a distance
in advance of the crossing such that the driver is provided sufficient time to alter vehicle
speed and take the appropriate action. Poor roadway geometry and/or surrounding
topography can lead to insufficient stopping sight distance. In addition long vehicles, and
vehicles carrying heavy loads, have longer braking distances and slower acceleration
capabilities. Hence, Vehicle length is explicitly considered in determining the effect of
sight distance on the safe speed for crossings.
The Non-Recovery Zone begins at the point where drivers must make a stop decision if a
train is approaching or occupying a crossing. Theoretically, if the stop/go decision is
delayed beyond the beginning of the Non-Recovery Zone, the amount of highway
remaining will be insufficient to avoid a collision. The Non-Recovery Zone starts at the
stopping sight distance point required by the vehicle speed. Therefore, the proper design
and installation of passive and active traffic control devices will provide the majority of
drivers with the information needed to make the decision to stop, if necessary.
The Hazard Zone is the rectangle formed by the width of the highway and a distance
measured along the highway on either side of the tracks (considered as 15 feet either
side of the closest and farthest rail). This zone is the area where stopped or approaching
motor vehicles can collide with approaching or stopped trains. In this final zone, the
objective is for the motorist to cross the tracks safely.
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Figure 5: Needed Information and Desired Responses of Vehicle Operator

4.1.2

Railroad Component

Trains, and their operations, vary considerably from day to day and are therefore difficult
to encapsulate. While averages can be developed for length, weight, number of engines,
and number of cars, this average train would rarely be seen in reality. Likewise, the
scheduling of trains varies such that a motorist can never depend on it when negotiating
through a crossing. Speeds of trains also vary considerably, such that one crossing may
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be used by passenger trains travelling at 30 mph, freight trains travelling at 50 mph, and
switching trains traveling at only five mph.
Railroad tracks In the United States, are classified into six categories based upon
maximum permissible operating speed. The Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA)
track safety standards set maximum train speeds for each class of track as discussed
below in Section 3.2.3.

4.2

USA Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)5

According to the USA Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),6 the MUTCD approved by the
Federal Highway Administration (FWHA) is the national standard for all traffic control
devices installed on any street, highway, or bicycle trail open to public travel. The
national MUTCD is specifically approved by the FHWA for application on any highway
project in which Federal highway funds participate and on projects in federally
administered areas where a Federal department or agency controls the highway or
supervises the traffic operations. If a particular device is selected for use at a grade

crossing, the MUTCD will indicate what the size, color, and placement of that device
should be.
4.2.1

MUCTD - Highway-Rail Grade Crossing (Crossbuck) Sign and Number of
Tracks Sign

According to the MUTCD, the Highway-Rail Grade Crossing sign, commonly identified as
the Crossbuck sign, shall be retroreflectorized white with the words RAILROAD
CROSSING in black lettering, mounted as shown in Figure 6. As a minimum, one
Crossbuck sign is required on each highway approach to every highway-rail grade
crossing, alone or in combination with other traffic control devices.
If automatic gates are not present and if there are two or more tracks at the highway-rail
grade crossing, the number of tracks shall be indicated on a supplemental Number of
Tracks sign of inverted T shape mounted below the Crossbuck sign in the manner and at
the height indicated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Highway-Rail Grade Crossing (Crossbuck) Regulatory Sign

4.2.2

MUTCD - Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Advance Warning Signs

A Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Advance Warning sign (see Figure 7) is required on
each highway in advance of every highway-rail grade crossing except in specific
extenuating circumstances.
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Figure 7: Advance Warning Signs

4.2.3

MUTCD – STOP or YIELD Signs at Grade Crossings

At the discretion of the responsible State or local highway agency, STOP or YIELD signs
may be used at highway-rail grade crossings that have two or more trains per day and
are without automatic traffic control devices. If a STOP or YIELD sign is installed at a
highway-rail grade crossing, it may be installed on the Crossbuck post or on a separate
post at a point where the vehicle is to stop, or as near to that point as practical. For all
highway-rail grade crossings where STOP or YIELD signs are installed, the placement
shall include Stop Ahead Yield Ahead Advance Warning signs.

4.2.4

MUTCD - Pavement Markings

All highway-rail grade crossing pavement markings are required to be retroreflectorized
white. Pavement markings in advance of a highway-rail grade crossing must consist of
an X, the letters RR, a no-passing marking (two-lane highways where centerline
markings are used), and certain transverse lines as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
Identical markings shall be placed in each approach lane on all paved approaches to
highway-rail grade crossings where signals or automatic gates are located, and at all
other highway-rail grade crossings where the posted or statutory highway speed is 60
km/h (40 mph) or greater. Pavement markings are not required at highway-rail grade
crossings where the posted or statutory highway speed is less than 60 km/h (40 mph), or
in urban areas, if an engineering study indicates that other installed devices provide
suitable warning and control.
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Figure 8: Example of Placement of Warning Signs and Pavement Markings at
Highway-Rail Grade Crossings
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Figure 9: Examples of Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Pavement Markings

4.2.5

MUTCD - Flashing-Light Signals, Boom Gates, and Traffic Control
Signals

Active traffic control systems inform motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians of the approach
or presence of trains, locomotives, or other railroad equipment at highway-rail grade
crossings. A composite drawing (see Figure 10) shows a post-mounted flashing-light
signal (two light units mounted in a horizontal line), a flashing-light signal mounted on an
overhead structure, and an automatic boom gate assembly.
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Figure 10: Composite Drawing of Active Traffic Control Devices for Highway-Rail
Grade Crossings Showing Clearances

4.2.6

Flashing-Light Signals

The flashing-light signal assembly (shown in Figure 10) on the side of the highway shall
include a standard Crossbuck sign, and where there is more than one track, a
supplemental Number of Tracks sign, all of which indicate to motorists, bicyclists, and
pedestrians the location of a highway-rail grade crossing. Bells or other audible warning
devices may be included in the assembly and may be operated in conjunction with the
flashing lights to provide additional warning for pedestrians and bicyclists.
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When indicating the approach or presence of a train, the flashing-light signal shall display
toward approaching highway traffic two red lights mounted in a horizontal line flashing
alternately.
Flashing-light signals shall be placed to the right of approaching highway traffic on all
highway approaches to a highway-rail grade crossing. They shall be located laterally with
respect to the highway in conformance with Figure 10 except where such location would
adversely affect signal visibility. At highway-rail grade crossings with highway traffic in
both directions, back-to-back pairs of lights shall be placed on each side of the tracks. On
multi-lane one-way streets and divided highways, flashing light signals shall be placed on
the approach side of the highway-rail grade crossing on both sides of the roadway or
shall be placed above the highway.
Each red signal unit in the flashing-light signal shall flash alternately. The number of
flashes per minute for each lamp shall be 35 minimum and 65 maximum. Each lamp shall
be illuminated approximately the same length of time. Total time of illumination of each
pair of lamps shall be the entire operating time. Flashing-light units shall use either 200
mm (8 in) or 300 mm (12 in) nominal diameter lenses.
Flashing-light signals may be installed on overhead structures or cantilevered supports
where needed for additional emphasis, or for better visibility to approaching traffic,
particularly on multilane approaches or highways with profile restrictions.

4.2.7

MUTCD - Automatic Gates

An automatic boom gate is a traffic control device used as an adjunct to flashing-light
signals. The automatic boom gate (see Figure 10) shall consist of a drive mechanism
and a fully retroreflectorized red- and white-striped gate arm with lights. When in the
down position, the gate arm shall extend across the approaching lanes of highway traffic.
In the normal sequence of operation, unless constant warning time or other advanced
system requires otherwise, the flashing-light signals and the lights on the gate arm (in its
normal upright position) shall be activated immediately upon detection of the approaching
train. The gate arm shall start its downward motion not less than 3 seconds after the
flashing-light signals start to operate, shall reach its horizontal position at least 5 seconds
before the arrival of the train, and shall remain in the down position as long as the train
occupies the highway-rail grade crossing.
When the train clears the highway-rail grade crossing, and if no other train is detected,
the gate arm shall ascend to its upright position, following which the flashing lights and
the lights on the gate arm shall cease operation.
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Gate arms shall be fully retroreflectorized on both sides, have 45-degree diagonal stripes
alternately red and white at 400 mm (16 in) intervals measured horizontally, and shall
have at least three red lights as indicated in Figure 10. When activated, the gate arm
light nearest the tip shall be illuminated continuously and the other lights shall flash
alternately in unison with the flashing-light signals.
The entrance gate arm mechanism shall be designed to fail safe in the down position.
The gate arm should ascend to its upright position in not more than 12 seconds. In its
normal upright position, when no train is approaching or occupying the highway-rail grade
crossing, the gate arm should be either vertical or nearly so (see Figure 10).
In the design of individual installations, consideration should be given to timing the
operation of the gate arm to accommodate large and/or slow-moving vehicles. The gates
should cover the approaching highway to block all motor vehicles from being driven
around the gate without crossing the centerline. Automatic gate installations may include
median islands between opposing lanes on an approach to a highway-rail grade
crossing. Where gates are located in the median, additional median width may be
required to provide the minimum clearance for the counterweight supports.

4.3

USA Federal Railroad Administration Standard No. 213 – Track
Safety Standards 7

The USA Department of Transportation (DOT) Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
Standard Number 213 is entitled “Track Safety Standards.” This standard “prescribes
minimum safety requirements for railroad track that is part of the general railroad system
of transportation.” According to the standard the general maximum allowable operating
speeds for each class of track are presented in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Various Classes of Track and Allowable Operating Speed Limits
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USA Federal Railroad Administration Standard No. 222 – Use of
Locomotive Horns at Public Highwayrail Grade Crossings 8

The USA Department of Transportation (DOT) Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
Standard Number 222 is entitled “Use of Locomotive Horns at Public Highwayrail Grade
Crossings.” The purpose of this regulation is “to provide for safety at public highway-rail
grade crossings by requiring locomotive horn use at public highway-rail grade crossings
except in quiet zones established and maintained in accordance with this part.” Covered
by this regulation are “standards for sounding locomotive horns when locomotives
approach and pass through public highway-rail grade crossings…” This standard applies
to all railroads with very few exceptions (i.e. trains and rapid transit operations that travel
on tracks that are not part of the general railroad system of transportation or trains
travelling less than 15 mph).
According to the Standard, the locomotive horn on the lead locomotive of a train, lite
locomotive consist, individual locomotive, or lead cab car shall be sounded when such
locomotive or lead car is approaching and passes through each public highwayrail grade
crossing (this Rule does not require the routine sounding of locomotive horns at private
highway-rail grade crossings). Sounding of the locomotive horn shall occur with two
long, one short, and one long blast (e.g. “___ ___ o ___’”. The sounding of the
locomotive horn shall begin to be sounded at least 15 seconds, but no more than 20
seconds, before the locomotive enters the crossing, but in no event shall a locomotive
horn be sounded more than one quarter mile (1,320 feet) in advance of the nearest
public highway-rail grade crossing. The sounding of the horn shall be repeated or
prolonged until the locomotive or train occupies the crossing. This pattern may be varied
as necessary where crossings are spaced closely together.
The Standard also specifies that, notwithstanding any other provision, a locomotive
engineer may sound the locomotive horn to provide a warning to vehicle operators,
pedestrians, trespassers or crews on other trains in an emergency situation if, in the
locomotive engineer’s sole judgment, such action is appropriate in order to prevent
imminent injury, death or property damage.
A railroad operating over an individual public highway-rail crossing, may, at its discretion,
cease the sounding of the locomotive horn only if the locomotive speed is 15 miles per
hour or less and train crew members, or appropriately equipped flaggers, flag the
crossing to provide warning of approaching trains to motorists.
Certain grade crossings have been deemed to be Quiet Zones where the sounding of the
horn is restricted. Quiet Zones exist on rail lines with one or more public highway-rail
crossings at which State statutes or local ordinances restricted the routine sounding of
locomotive horns, or at which locomotive horns did not sound due to formal or informal
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agreements between the community and the railroad or railroads. However, each public
highway-rail grade crossing within a Quiet Zone must be equipped with active grade
crossing warning devices comprising both flashing lights and gates which control traffic
over the crossing. Some grade crossings within Quiet Zones are equipped with a
Wayside horn, which is a stationary horn located at a highway rail grade crossing,
designed to provide, upon the approach of a locomotive or train, audible warning to
oncoming motorists of the approach of a train.

4.5

USA Federal Railroad Administration Standard No. 224 –
Reflectorization of Rail Freight Rolling Stock 9

The USA Department of Transportation (DOT) Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
Standard Number 224 is entitled “Reflectorization of Rail Freight Rolling Stock.” The
purpose of this regulation is “to reduce highway-rail grade crossing accidents and deaths,
injuries, and property damage resulting from those accidents, by enhancing the
conspicuity of rail freight rolling stock so as to increase its detectability by motor vehicle
operators at night and under conditions of poor visibility.”
Standard No. 224 applies to all railroad freight cars and locomotives that operate over a
public or private highwayrail grade crossing and are used for revenue or work train
service, except: (a) Freight rolling stock that operates only on track inside an installation
that is not part of the general railroad system of transportation; (b) Rapid transit
operations in an urban area that are not connected to the general railroad system of
transportation; or (c) Locomotives and passenger cars used exclusively in passenger
service.
Standard No. 224 requires that “all rail freight rolling stock subject to this part shall be
equipped with retroreflective sheeting that conforms to the requirements of this part.”
The retroreflective sheeting applied pursuant to this standard must be yellow or white in
color and shall consist of a smooth, flat, transparent exterior film with microprismatic
retroreflective elements embedded in or suspended beneath the film so as to form a nonexposed retroreflective optical system. The sheeting must meet other specific
performance and certification requirements.
Retroreflective sheeting shall be applied along the length of each railroad freight car and
locomotive side. Retroreflective sheeting applied under this part shall be applied in strips
4 inches wide and 18 or 36 inches long, unless otherwise specified. The amount of
retroreflective sheeting to be applied to each car or locomotive subject to this part is
dependent on the length of the car or locomotive and the color of the sheeting (see
Table 2). Generally, on railroad freight cars other than flat cars and tank cars,
retroreflective sheeting shall be applied in either a vertical or horizontal pattern along the
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length of the car sides (see Figure 11 and Figure 12), with the bottom edge of the
sheeting as close as practicable to 42 inches above the top of rail. Retroreflective
sheeting shall not be applied below the side sill.
Retroreflective sheeting conforming to this part must be applied to all cars constructed
after May 31, 2005, before the cars are placed in service. All railroad existing freight cars
subject to this part must be equipped with retroreflective sheeting conforming to this part
by May 31, 2015.

Table 2: Amount of Reflective Sheeting Relating to Locomotive Car Length

Figure 11: Example - Application of Vertical Reflective Sheeting
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Figure 12: Example – Application of Horizontal Reflective Sheeting

4.6

USA Federal Railroad Administration Standard No. 229 – Railroad
Locomotive Safety Standards 10

The USA DOT Federal Railroad Administration Standard Number 229 is entitled
“Railroad Locomotive Safety Standards.” According to the Standard, “This part
prescribes minimum Federal safety standards for all locomotives except those propelled
by steam power.” Among other things, this standard mandates that locomotives be
equipped with specific visible (lighting) and audible (horn) features in order to maximize
conspicuity.
According to this Standard, each lead locomotive used in road service shall have a
headlight (comprised of one or two lamps) that produces a peak intensity of at least
200,000 candela. Each headlight shall be arranged to illuminate a person at least 800
feet ahead and in front of the headlight. In addition, each lead locomotive operated at a
speed greater than 20 miles per hour over one or more public highway-rail crossings
shall be equipped with operative auxiliary lights, in addition to the headlight required.
Specifically, two white auxiliary lights shall be placed at the front of the locomotive to form
a triangle with the headlight, each of which shall produce a peak intensity of at least
200,000 candela (or shall produce at least 3,000 candela at an angle of 7.5 degrees and
at least 400 candela at an angle of 20 degrees from the centerline of the locomotive
when the light is aimed parallel to the tracks.)
In addition, this standard requires that each lead locomotive shall be provided with an
audible warning device that produces a minimum sound level of 96dB(A) and a maximum
sound level of 110 dB(A) at 100 feet forward of the locomotive in its direction of travel.
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Secondary auxiliary lights (e.g. ditch, fog, flashing or oscillating lights) are optional and
used at the discretion of each train company.

4.7

NORAC Operating Rules11

The Northeast Operating Rules Advisory Committee (NORAC) provides a set of
operating rules for railroads in North America. The NORAC rules were created with the
intention of enhancing railroad safety. The rules cover worker responsibilities, control
equipment, safe movement procedures, accident response and more. As of 2003,
NORAC members include major North American rail companies including:
1.

Amtrak

2.

Bay Colony Railroad (BCLR)

3.

Canadian Pacific Railway (CP)

4.

Conrail Shared Assets (CR)

5.

CSX Transportation (CSXT)

6.

Genesee & Wyoming - NY/PA Region (G&W)

7.

New Jersey Transit Rail Operations (NJT)

8.

New York, Susquehanna & Western Rwy. Corp. (NYS&W)

9.

Norfolk Southern Corporation (NS)

10.

Providence and Worcester Railroad Company (P&W)

11.

Reading Blue Mountain & Northern Railroad (RBM&N)

12.

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transp. Authority (SEPTA)

4.7.1

Rule 19 – Engine Whistle or Horn Signals

The following are engine whistle or horn signals for at-grade crossings. The signals are
illustrated by “o” for short sounds and “—” for long sounds.
“— — o —“

Approaching public crossing at grade and at a whistle post indicating “W”

or “W/MX.” This signal is to be prolonged or repeated until engine or train is on the
crossing, or, where multiple crossings are involved, until the last crossing is occupied.
The whistle or horn must not be sounded at a whistle post indicating “W/R,” except in
case of emergency.
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Rule 22 - Engine Lights

The headlight facing the direction of movement on every train and engine must be
displayed brightly by day and night.
The leading end of leading engines that operate over public crossings at grade at speeds
greater than 20 MPH must be equipped with auxiliary lights. Auxiliary lights consist of two
ditch lights (auxiliary lights on steady), two crossing lights (auxiliary lights alternately
flashing), or one oscillating light (auxiliary light that moves in a circular or figure eight
pattern).

4.7.3

Rule 958 – Visibility Compromised: Regulating Speed

If anything distracts attention from a constant lookout ahead or if weather conditions
make observation of signals in any way doubtful, Engine Service Employees must at
once regulate the speed of their train to ensure safety.

4.7.4

Rules 280 through 298 – Cab and Fixed Signals

These items specify cab signals (e.g. signals observed by the train operation within the
train cab itself) and fixed signals (e.g. signals observed by the train operator that exist
outside of the train adjacent to the tracks). Figures illustrate examples of cab signals and
fixed signals.

Figure 13: Example of Cab Signal for “Clear” (Rule 281)
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Figure 14: Example of Fixed Speed Limit Signal (Rule 296)

4.8

USA Department of Transportation / Federal Highway
Administration Guidance on Traffic Control Devices at HighwayRail Grade Crossings12

According to the authors, this report “is intended to provide guidance to assist engineers
in selection of traffic control devices or other measures at highway-rail grade crossings.
Although the guide is not formal policy or regulation, it serves as a reference to aid in
decisions to install traffic control devices or otherwise improve grade crossings.”
According to the Guide, on the approach to the crossing with no train activated traffic
control devices (or STOP sign) present, in order to proceed at the posted speed limit, a
driver would need to be able to see an approaching train, from either the left or right, in
sufficient time to stop safely 4.5 m (15 ft) before the near rail. This would require an
unobstructed field of vision along the approach sight triangle, the extent of which is
dependent upon train and vehicle speed. However, view obstructions often exist within
the sight triangle, typically caused by structures, topography, crops or other vegetation
(continually or seasonal), movable objects or weather (fog, snow, etc.).
The Guide suggests that the following variables be considered when determining what
type of grade crossing systems should be implemented:
a) Highway - Annual Average Daily Traffic
b) Railroad - Train frequency, speed and type
c) Highway - Functional classification and/or design level of service;
d) Railroad - FRA Class of Track and/or High Speed Rail corridors;
e) Proximity to other intersections;
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Proximity to schools, industrial plants and commercial areas;

g) Proximity to rail yards, terminals, passing tracks and switching operations;
h) Available clearing and corner sight distance;
i)

Prior accident history and predicted accident frequency;

j)

Proximity and availability of alternate routes and/or crossings; and

k) Other geometric conditions.

Table 3, which is presented within the Guide, lists devices referenced in the MUTCD that
are required or are recommended for use at a passive controlled highway-rail grade
crossing, or supplement active devices (previously discussed in Section 4.2 above).
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Table 3: Table from the Guide Listing TDCs Referenced in the MUTCD
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Table 3 (Continued): Table from the Guide Listing TDCs Referenced in the MUTCD
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Table 3 (Continued): Table from the Guide Listing TDCs Referenced in the MUTCD

The build of new level crossings should be avoided if at all possible. However, if no alternative
exists and a new level crossing must be erected, the guidelines presented in Figure 15 are
applicable. Flashers are required on all tracks where the allowable speed limit exceeds 10
mph (16 km/h). Boom gates are required on all passenger tracks where the allowable speed
limit exceeds 15 mph (24 km/h) and on all freight tracks where allowable speed limit exceeds
40 mph (65 km/h). Boom gates as well as supplemental safety devices are required for all
passenger tracks where the allowable speed limit exceeds 90 mph (145 km/h) and on all
freight tracks where allowable speed limit exceeds 80 mph (130 km/h).
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Figure 15: Guidelines for Active Devices for all Newly Built Systems

4.9

USA Alternative Safety Measures (ASMs)

Alternative safety measures (ASMs) are safety systems or procedures, which are
established in accordance with applicable standards and which, after individual review
and analysis by the Federal Railroad Administration, is determined to be an effective
addition or substitute for the mandated passive and active safety measures.
The US Federal Government encourages the various US States to consider the use of
innovative traffic control devices as supplements to currently installed automatic warning
devices at public crossings that continue to experience collisions. Approved traffic control
devices used in standardized applications, such as flexible traffic channelizing devices or
median barriers, will be considered at crossings that continue to have collisions or
frequent violations after the installation of automatic warning devices.2

4.10 Risk Assessment of Level Crossings in the USA
It has clearly been recognised that level crossings present a significant safety risk to
users in the USA. Thus efforts have been directed at eliminating or improving existing
level crossings. In order to determine which types of grade crossing warning devices
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should be implemented in the USA, it is necessary to analyse the associated risk. The
element of risk associated with a given grade crossing is a function of the highway and
the railroad components.
Risk assessment of level crossings includes the evaluation of many different factors.
Risk must be specifically assessed in order to identify the locations most urgently in need
of improvement. Once the hazardous locations have been isolated, they need to be
prioritized in terms of need. The Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook
recommends the following factors be taken into account when calculating level crossing
risk:4
•

Train speed

•

Vertical alignment

•

Number of tracks

•

Surface type

•

Highway speed

•

Horizontal alignment

•

Surface condition

•

Population

•

Sight distance

•

Number of hazardous material

•

Nearby intersection

•

Crossing angle

•

Functional class of highway

•

Crossing width

•

Type of tracks

trucks
•

Number of buses

•

Number of school buses

•

Number of passengers

•

Number of accidents

The Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook further describes several multi-factorial
formulas which seek to specifically quantify the degree of associated risk or Hazard
Index, HI (see Figure 16). These formulae are used to rank grade crossings in order to
determine which should be addressed first:
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Figure 16: Variations of New Hampshire Index Including Multiple Factors

While there are formulae to assess grade crossing risk, simple common sense tells us
that the presence of grade crossings equipped with minimal warning systems and
involving higher train and vehicle speed, poor sightlines or visibility will result in higher
associated crossing risk. It is for this reason that many Regulations and Standards have
been implemented in the USA in order to minimize the risk associated with grade
crossings.
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4.11 Effect of Implemented Safety Measures for USA “Sealed Corridor”13
In order to determine the effectiveness of implemented safety measures and control
devices, their effectiveness was measured in a “sealed corridor:” a small section of the
eastern USA. A Report to Congress from the US Department of Transportation Federal
Railroad Administration documents the benefits of improvements made at highway-rail
grade crossings from March 1995 through September 2000 for a section of North
Carolina (“sealed corridor”). The “sealed corridor” consisted of 216 grade crossings, 44
of which were private.
“Phase 1” of the initiative included the improvement or closure of 52 crossings. Other
than closure or grade separation, the improvements (see Figure 17) included: four
quadrant gates, long arm gates (cover at least ¾ of the roadway), video enforcement and
traffic channelization devices (e.g. median barriers). Video cameras were installed to
record violations before and after the installation of safety devices in order to determine
the reduction in violations. The improvements were found to be extremely effective in
reducing violations. It was concluded that five lives were saved during the study period.

Figure 17: Grade Crossing Improvements Including 4-Quadrant Gates, Long Arm
Gates and Channelization
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Table 4 is a summary of findings related to the effectiveness of installed improvements:
Improvement Type

Reduction in Violations

Closing

100%

Grade Separation

100%

4-Quadrant Gates

86%

4-Quadrant Gates paired with
50-100 foot channelization
Long Arm Gates
Traffic Channelization
Devices (e.g. median barriers)

98%

67%

77%

Table 4: Summary of Effectiveness for Installed Improvements

4.12 Effectiveness of Train Horn According to NTSB Study 14
The NTSB has been particularly concerned with the potential for grade crossing
accidents involving vehicles failing to hear locomotive horns. This concern was spurred
after the NTSB investigated two level crossing collisions involving school buses (in Illinois
and Tennessee). In the Illinois collision, analysis indicated that the train was only about
100 feet or just over 1 second from impact when the train horn sound exceeded the
ambient noise levels at the driver’s seat by enough margin. In the Tennessee collision,
the NTSB concluded that the driver had difficulty detecting the train horn whatsoever and
was likely unaware of the presence of the train. In both collisions, the train horns were
functioning properly and in accordance with standards. In each case, the bus doors and
windows were closed and radios were on.
Audibility tests were conducted to help frame the nature of the problem. Research has
shown that detecting a sound will not lead to appropriate action unless the sound is
identified or has reached the alerting level. If a sound is to be identified, the warning
signal must be 3 to 8 decibels (dB) above the threshold of detection; if a sound is to
reach the alerting level, the warning signal must be approximately 10 decibels above the
ambient noise.
For school buses at least, the states generally mandate concerted driver efforts to hear
the horns of oncoming trains by requiring doors and windows to be opened and radios
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turned off. When such efforts are made, train horns can be heard. Since automobile
drivers are unlikely to make such efforts, the effectiveness of a train horn as a warning
device for them is problematic.
To address this point, the Safety Board conducted a study in July 1998 on safety at
passive grade crossings. As a part of this study, the Safety Board tested the audibility of
a train’s horn within 13 passenger and emergency vehicles representing the current
generation of highway vehicles. The vehicles included truck tractors, a school bus, a
motor coach, a fire engine, an ambulance, pickup trucks and passenger cars. The tests
used a three-chime horn mounted on a locomotive that was 100 feet from the test
vehicles. At this distance, the sound of the horn, when measured outside the test
vehicles, was 96 dB.
The Safety Board also tested the audibility of the train horn within vehicles when the
windows were closed and the engines were idling. The sound of the train horn ranged
from 25 dB above to 2 dB below the ambient sound level. In 5 of the 13 vehicles tested,
the sound of the horn was not 10 dB above the level of the ambient noise, thus not loud
enough to alert the drivers.

4.13 Effect of Retroreflective Markings on Rail Cars15
In the early 1990s, the US Federal Railroad Administration sponsored a study of newly
developed retro-reflective materials. The assessment evaluated the brightness and
durability of the various materials. The materials were adhered to various freight cars
and the reflectiveness and durability was measured over a 3-year period. Further,
human perception and recognition of different colors and patterns was researched.
The assessors concluded that the tested retro-reflective materials were sufficiently
durable to survive a myriad of environments. A high degree of intensity was achieved
with minimal maintenance. The study of human perception successful such that it
formed the basis for the enacting of required US Federal Standard, Reflectorization of
Freight Rolling Stock (discussed in Section 4.5).

4.14 Analysis of Train vs. Truck Crash in Limited Visibility16
In Stockton (Northern) California, an Amtrak train consisting of one locomotive unit and
five passenger cars struck a tractor semitrailer in dense fog at a highway grade crossing.
The collision derailed the locomotive and all five passenger cars. The crossing was
equipped with flashing lights and gates that were functioning at the time of the collision.
Seven train crewmembers and 150 passengers were injured. Major safety issues were
identified in association with the collision including but not limited to:
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Grade crossing warning devices where sight distances are frequently reduced by
fog.

2.

Standards for lamp bulb voltages for grade crossing warning devices.

3.

Truck driver awareness and training for operating in dense fog.

In response to this collision, the NTSB recommended the required installation of active
warning devices at grade crossings where sight distances are frequently reduced by
dense fog. They further urged the Federal Railroad Administration to promulgate
regulations for lamp bulb voltages for grade crossing warning lights to ensure optimum
output, proper color, brilliance and sight distance.

4.15 Analysis of Train vs. Train Crash in Limited Visibility17
A collision occurred between three freight trains in Bryan, Ohio during foggy conditions.
A train traveling near the maximum allowable speed impacted the rear of a train that had
slowed down due to the reduced visibility conditions. The collision caused a derailment
of the 3 locomotives and several cars. The impact also caused a train on an adjacent
track to derail. Several operators of the impacting train were killed and the collision cost
an estimated $5.3 million in damages.
The NTSB determined the probably cause of the collision to be the failure of the
impacting train to comply with restrictive signals while operating near maximum allowable
speeds. Further contributing factors were found to be the lack of consistent operating
practices when encountering conditions of reduced visibility.
The NTSB took measurements in order to determine field of views for the operator of the
impacting train. They calculated time and distance to estimate the length of time
available to the operator to perceive and react, in the limited visibility, to the two signals
present immediately prior to the collision location. The assessors reported that even at a
estimate of 200 feet visibility (extremely conservative based on witness accounts that
visibility was only 10 to 25 feet), the yellow signal that the operator failed to comply with
would have been within his field of view for about 1.5 seconds or less as he passed it at
about 56 mph. Had the engineer been even momentarily distracted, or had he taken a
few seconds to check his speed or even scan the instrument panel, he could easily have
missed the signal. At a visibility of 100 feet (again conservative), the yellow signal would
have been within the engineer’s field of view for less than 0.21 seconds. The second red
signal would have been within the engineer’s view for less than 1.2 seconds before it
passed to the right of his cab window.
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As a result of this collision, the NTSB recommended that the Federal Railroad
Administration “promulgate Federal standards to require minimum the installation and
operation of a train control system on main line tracks that will provide for positive
separation of all trains.”
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5 Canadian Level Crossing Safety
In Canada, similar to the USA, level crossings are most commonly referred to as grade
crossings or at-grade crossings. The agencies overseeing laws and regulations for level
crossings in Canada include Transport Canada, the Transportation Association of
Canada, and the Rail Association of Canada. Transport Canada has developed a
national document entitled “Grade Crossing Regulations” which requires road authorities
and railway companies to conduct periodic detailed safety assessments at all
unrestricted road/ railway grade crossings.18 It is Canada’s proactive strategy to:
•

Reduce crash risk within the grade crossing environment.

•

Minimize the frequency and severity of preventable crashes by ensuring that all
measures to eliminate or reduce the identified safety problems are fully
considered, evaluated and documented.

•

Consider the safety of all grade crossing users including trains, pedestrians, and
motorized and non-motorized vehicles.

•

Verify compliance to the safety technical standards

Canada has issued many Regulations and Standards relating to grade crossings, which
are discussed in the following sub-sections. Specifically, Canada has mandated detailed
regulations related to the installation of passive and active warning devices and other
safety measures.

5.1

Transport Canada RTD 10 Road/Railway Grade Crossing Technical
Standards and Inspection Testing and Maintenance Requirements19

In this document, minimum safety criteria are set out for construction or alteration,
maintenance, including inspection and testing, of grade crossings, and of their road
approaches and other land adjoining the land on which the railway line is situated. This
document covers many areas relating to grade crossings, several of which are discussed
in the sections that follow.

5.1.1

Part B: Design Standards, Section 8 – Sightlines

The standard specifies minimum requirements for sightlines of vehicles approaching
grade crossings. According to the standard, “Sightlines at a grade crossing without a
grade crossing warning system shall be as specified in [Figure 18]. If clearing of sightline
obstructions for existing train and vehicle speeds is impracticable, it may be practicable
to attain sightlines in accordance with [Figure 18] by reducing vehicle or train speeds,
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reducing road gradients or the crossing clearance distance, or restricting use by heavy or
long vehicles.”

Figure 18: Minimum Sightlines as Prescribed in Canada RTD10

In addition, the standard specifies that “Sightlines at grade crossings with a grade
crossing warning system shall be provided in accordance with [Figure 19]. Trees, brush,
and other vegetation within the railway right or way must be removed, and signal,
communication or other equipment housings, tool sheds or any other building, or
materials can not be placed where it would obscure the sightlines of approaching trains
for a person stopped at the crossing.
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Figure 19: Minimum Sightlines as Prescribed in Canada RTD10**

**Note: In Figures 14 and 15:
a) SSD is the stopping sight distance and the minimum distance from the stopped position in advance of the crossing
within which a driver of a vehicle approaching the crossing must be able to see, without obstruction: a railway
crossing sign, a stop sign, a grade crossing warning signal, and a train occupying the grade crossing;
(b) DSSD is the minimum distance along the rail line that a driver must see an approaching train from the safe
stopping distance, unless the grade crossing is equipped with a stop sign or warning signals. DSSD is equal to the
greater of the distances that a train at the maximum railway operating speed will travel in 10 seconds, and during the
time required for the design vehicle at its maximum operating speed to go from the safe stopping distance completely
past the clearance point on the side of the grade crossing.
DSSD = 1.47VT x TSSD, where, VT = maximum railway operating speed in mph
TSSD = the greater of [(SSD + cd + L)/(0.28V)] and 10 seconds, where, V = maximum road operating speed in
km/h
cd = grade crossing clearance distance
L = length of design vehicle
(c) DStopped is the distance along the rail line from the grade crossing that a train operating at the maximum railway
operating speed will travel during the Departure Time for the grade crossing design vehicle or the Departure Time for
pedestrians, cyclists, and persons using assistive devices.
DStopped = 1.47V x Td (ft.), where V = the maximum railway operating speed along the rail line (mph)
Td = the Departure Time
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Part B: Design Standards, Section 9 – Signs and Road Markings

According to the standard, Railway crossing signs are required at all unrestricted grade
crossings (Figure 20). Advanced warning signs (AWS) are required on all road
approaches for vehicles leading to grade crossings with an AADT exceeding 100 (Figure
21). The standard specifies that “Pavement markings shall be applied at unrestricted
grade crossings with paved road approaches.”

Figure 20: Railway Crossing Sign required at all unrestricted crossings
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Figure 21: Stop Signs and Stop Ahead Signs

5.1.3

Part B: Design Standards, Section 10 – Train Illumination

As per the standard, grade crossings for vehicular use are required to be equipped with
lighting fixtures to illuminate the sides of trains occupying the crossing at night if all of the
following conditions exist (see Figure 22):
1.

Unrestricted grade crossing;

2.

No grade crossing warning system or traffic signals;

3.

Road speed limit is 50 km/h or more; or

4.

Routinely, during hours of darkness, there are switching operations, or trains,
engines, or other railway equipment which stop on the grade crossing or travel
over it at speeds of 15 mph or less.
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Figure 22: Train Illumination: Grade Crossings without Grade Crossing Warning
Systems

5.1.4

Part B: Design Standards, Section 11 – Grade Crossing Warning System

The standard specifies that unrestricted grade crossings for vehicular use shall have a
grade crossing warning system (Figure 23) if the forecast cross-product (e.g. the product
of the average annual daily traffic of trains and engines on the line of railway and the
average annual daily number of vehicles on the road that pass over the grade crossing)
is 1,000 or more (in addition to several other extenuating circumstances not relevant to
this review).
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Figure 23: Standard Grade Crossing Warning System

5.1.5

Part B: Design Standards, Section 12 – Gates

The standard states that where grade crossing warning systems are installed, they shall
include gates (Figure 24) if the forecast cross-product (e.g. the product of the average
annual daily traffic of trains and engines on the line of railway and the average annual
daily number of vehicles on the road that pass over the grade crossing) is 50,000 or more
or where the maximum railway operating speed is 50 mph or more.
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Figure 24: Grade Crossing Warning System with Lights and Gates

5.1.6

Part B: Design Standards, Section 13 – Flashing Light Units

According to the Standard, “The effectiveness of a grade crossing warning system is
dependent upon the capability of the warning lights to attract the attention of a driver
looking ahead along the road… A driver has excellent lateral vision up to 5 degrees on
each side of the centre line of the eye position (a cone of 10 degrees) and adequate
lateral vision up to 20 degrees of each side.” Thus sufficient light units are required in
grade crossing warning systems to ensure that the driver can effectively see the warning.
In some cases, cantilevered lights are required (see Figure 25).
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Figure 25: Grade Crossing Warning System with Cantilevered Lights

5.1.7

Part C: Grade Crossing Warning System Technical Requirement Section
19 – Bells, Gates and Flashing Light Units

The standard specifies the following for grade crossing warning signals:
A bell (Figure 23) is required for all grade crossing warning systems, which shall
continue to operate until the train has cleared the crossing.
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Gates (see Figure 24) are required as discussed above in Section 5.1.5. If gates are
implemented, the descent of the gate arm shall take 10 to 15 seconds and its ascent
shall take 6 to 12 seconds.
Lights (Figure 25) are required as discussed above in Section 5.1.6. If lights are
implemented, they shall be of the incandescent type. The alignment of light units shall be
appropriate for the conditions at each grade crossing. They shall be aligned for
approaching drivers, taking into consideration the maximum road operating speed and
the distance at which the light units first can be seen.

5.2

Railway Association of Canada (RAC) Canadian Rail Operating
Rules (CROR)20

These Rules were approved for use by railway employees and related agents on
Canadian federally regulated railways. The following rules were extracted and deemed
relevant to this review:
1.

An engine whistle must be rung using long, long, short, long (e.g. “____ ____ o
____”) blasts one-quarter of a mile from every public crossing at grade (except
within limits as may be prescribed in special instructions) until the crossing is fully
occupied by the engine or cars.

2.

The horn must also be sounded at frequent intervals when view is restricted by
weather, curvature or other conditions.

3.

The full power of the headlight in the direction of movement must be used
approaching each road crossing until the crossing is fully occupied.

4.

A train must have ditch lights displayed continuously in the direction of travel
when the headlight is required to be displayed full power.

5.3

The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Canada

The Canadian Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), which is available for
purchase online for $500, is a Canadian variation of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices issued by the U.S. Federal Highway and Safety Administration, for use on
highways and roads in the United States. The Transportation Association of Canada
(TAC) publishes the Canadian MUTCD for use by Canadian jurisdictions. Although it
serves a similar role to the USA MUTCD, it has been independently developed and has
some differences with its American counterpart, most notably the inclusion of bilingual
signage for jurisdictions and a much heavier reliance on symbols rather than text
legends.
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5.4

Transportation Development Centre Analysis of Grade Crossing
Accidents in Canada21

The purpose of this study was to identify human factors which contribute to highway-rail
grade crossing accidents and to recommend countermeasures. There was an annual
average of 316 highway-rail grade crossing accidents and 38 fatalities in Canada.
Analysis confirmed that overall accidents, injuries and fatalities are declining due to
implemented improvements. The authors conducted an extensive analysis and literature
review and found the effectiveness of various countermeasures as follows (Table 5):
Countermeasure
Intersection Lighting
Flashing Lights

Effectiveness
52% reduction in night-time accidents over
no lighting
64% reduction in accidents over
crossbucks alone
88% reduction in accidents over

Lights & 2-Gate System & Flashing Lights

crossbucks alone
44% reduction in accidents over flashing
lights alone

Median Barriers
Long Arm Gates (cover ¾ of roadway)
4-Quadrant Gates

80% reduction in violations over 2-Gate
system
67 to 84% reduction in violations over 2Gate system
82% reduction in violations over 2-Gate
system

Crossing Closure

100% reduction

Photo/Video Enforcement

34 to 94% reduction in violations

Table 5: Summary of Canadian Countermeasures and Effectiveness
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6 Great Britain Level Crossing Regulations & Standards
In Great Britain (England, Wales, Scotland and in some cases, Ireland), the agencies
overseeing laws and regulations for level crossings include the Railway Group,
comprised of Network Rail Infrastructure Limited (Network Rail), Rail Safety and
Standards Board Limited (RSSB).
As of May 2006, there are approximately 8,000 level crossings of various types on the
UK national rail network.22 The majority of crossings facilitate the movement of road
vehicles across the railway. They vary considerably in design and in the systems of
protection installed but fall into two broad categories. There are over 1,600 active
crossings in existence where the road vehicle user or pedestrian is given warning of the
approach of a train (either by the action of railway staff or automatically). Several
examples of active crossings are shown in Figure 26, Figure 27 and Figure 28). There
are over 6,000 passive crossings in existence where no warning system is provided and
the road vehicle user or pedestrian must determine if it is safe to cross by checking the
line themselves, which includes using a telephone where provided.

Figure 26: An example of a manually controlled barrier crossing
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Figure 27: An example of an automatic half barrier crossing

Figure 28: An example of an open crossing
Great Britain has recognized that level crossings represent a high-risk element of the
network that needs to be controlled and mitigated. Significant amounts of work continue
to be undertaken to mitigate the risk from level crossings. The National Level Crossing
Safety Group (NLCSG) was set up in October 2002 with a goal of reviewing key aspects
of level crossing safety, including legislation, planning consultation and funding for the
permanent closure of crossings or provision of alternatives. 23
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Great Britain has issued many Regulations and Standards relating to grade crossings,
which are discussed in the following sub-sections.

6.1

Railway Group Standard (GI/RT7011) - Provision, Risk Assessment
and Review of Level Crossings 24

This document mandates requirements for the provision of new level crossings and the
risk assessment and risk review of existing level crossings. It also mandates
requirements for selecting types of level crossings for use in particular circumstances and
requirements for permanent closure of level crossings.
The purpose of GI/RT7011 is to ensure that all level crossings, old or new, shall be risk
assessed, risk reviewed periodically, and be upgraded or constructed to meet the
requirements for minimum combinations of control measures. Level crossings should be
closed, upgraded or left as is depending on the outcome of their risk assessments. The
risk assessment used to determine the appropriate type of level crossing should consider
as a minimum:
a) the characteristics of the railway operations over the level crossing, including the
frequency, speed and timetable of trains, the track layout, and the traction system
and signaling arrangements
b) the characteristics of the expected level crossing users, including identification of
those users that, if involved in a train accident, could cause the accident to have:
a. the potential for a catastrophic outcome, such as a train derailment (for
example, due to trains striking vehicles or large animals)
b. the potential to result in a single fatality outcome (for example, due to
trains striking pedestrians)
c) the level of use of the crossing by those users
d) the characteristics and effectiveness of the measures provided to ensure the
safety of level crossing users and the railway. The measures to be considered
include, but are not limited to, fixed signs, active warnings, fences, gates and
barriers, and any interaction with the signaller
e) for crossings without an active warning, the relationship between crossing time
and warning time
f)

the history of the level crossing in respect of frequency and nature of crossing
abuse, trespass, accidents (including train accidents) and ‘near-miss’ incidents
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g) other local conditions that may affect the safety of the crossing.

6.2

Railway Group Standard (GI/RT7012) - Requirements for Level
Crossings25

This document mandates the requirements for the design, construction, inspection,
maintenance, operation and decommissioning of level crossings. Railway Group
Standards are mandatory on all members of the Railway Group, comprised of Network
Rail Infrastructure Limited (Network Rail), Rail Safety and Standards Board Limited
(RSSB), and the train and station operators who hold railway safety cases for operation
on or related to infrastructure controlled by Network Rail Infrastructure Limited. These
standards apply to all relevant activities that fall into the scope of each individual’s
Railway Safety Case.
According to the authors, “This document mandates the requirements for the design,
construction, inspection, maintenance, operation and decommissioning of level
crossings.” The required control measures include:
a) Barriers (lifting barriers, gates and stiles)
b) Fixed signs
c) Telephones to the signaller or crossing keeper
d) Active visible warnings
e) Active audible warnings

6.3

Railway Group Standard (GI/GN7612) Rail Safety and Standards
Board – Miscellaneous Guidance on Level Crossings26

According to the guide, “this document has been published by Rail Safety and Standards
Board to give guidance on the management of level crossings… relating to some of the
requirements set out in GI/RT7012 for the following specific level crossing subject areas:
a) The provision of signs for the user at level crossings, b) The use of whistle signs, c)
Road profiles at level crossings and d) The legal framework within which level crossings
are managed.”
According to the guide, the standards mandating signage (including whistle) are the
Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002, the Railway Safety Principles and
Guidance and the Traffic Signs Manual and Rail Safety Group Standards Gi/RT7011,
GI/RT7012 and GI/RT7033.
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Railway Group Standard (GI/RT7033) – Lineside Operational Safety
Signs27

This document mandates the arrangements for the management and specification of
lineside operational safety signs in order to provide consistency of form and presentation
throughout the rail network. This document describes the characteristics of signs to be
placed in the vicinity of level crossings for train drivers. For example, Figure 29
illustrates signs indicating the permissible speed for a train and that the horn (whistle)
must be sounded when approaching a level crossing.

Figure 29: Examples of Speed Limit and Whistle Signs in Great Britain

6.5

Railway Group Standard (GE/RT8000/TW8) – Rule Book, Level
Crossings28

This rule book is relevant to train drivers, train signallers and trail level crossing
attendants. (The rule book does not set forth rules applicable to the general driving
public.) The rule book specifies detailed requirements for a multitude of situations that
could arise in the area of a level crossing. Train drivers are required to follow all warning
and speed limit and whistle signs when travelling over crossings. Train drivers are
required to stop before reaching open non-automatic level crossings if it is
undeterminable if the crossing is clear due to fog or falling snow, for example. The train
driver may only pass over the crossing provided that they determine it is safe and sound
the horn continuously until the front of the train is on the crossing.
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Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 200229 &
Department for Transport Traffic Signs Manual30

These documents contain similar regulations relating to traffic signs. Several common
signs related to level crossings are presented in Figure 30 .The document also
discusses road markings and light signals and warning signals.
Light signals for the control of traffic at level crossings shall be of the size, colour and
type shown in Figure 31. The sequence for the illumination of the light signals shall be
as follows: (a) a single steady amber light, (b) two intermittent red lights, each of which
will be shown at a rate of flashing of not less than 60 nor more than 90 flashes per
minute, and in a such a manner that one light is always shown when the other light is not
shown.

Figure 30: Common Signs for Level Crossings
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Figure 31: Light Signal for the control of road traffic at level crossings

6.7

Railway Safety Principles and Guidance31

This guide is intended to give guidance and advice to those involved in the design and
construction of new and altered works, plant and equipment (which includes trains and
other rail mounted vehicles) capable of affecting the safety of railways, tramways or other
guided transport systems. Part “E” of the Guide deals with specific guidance on level
crossings.
According to the guide, the types of protection for crossings depends on various factors,
including traffic volume. The guide sets forth the recommendations listed in Table 6 for
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the factors to be considered for any given crossing location. The guide further sets forth
the requirements for each of the 11 types of crossings listed in Table 6.
At open crossings which do not have barriers or road traffic light signals and only road
traffic signs are provided, train drivers are required to stop the trains short of the crossing
unless they have observed that the crossing is clear:
1.

Train drivers are required to sound the horn of the train between 0.70 and 23.3
seconds.

2.

Trains are required to stop before proceeding over the crossing where
a.

Road users cannot see approaching trains across the viewing zones or

b.

The train driver cannot see the crossing from the point at which the brake
should be applied to stop short of the crossing.

3.

Where trains are not required to stop before passing over the crossing, a
combined speed restriction and whistle board is provided at a point from which
the crossing speed begins. This board displays the crossing speed of 15 km/h
for all types of trains.

4.

An advance warning board should be provided at the service braking distance
from the combined speed restriction and whistle board to enable trains to reduce
their speed to the crossing speed. If the crossing speed is the same as the line
speed, the advance warning board should normally be placed 100 m before the
combined speed restriction and whistle board on the approach side.
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Table 6 (Continued): Considerations for Level Crossing Types
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Table 6 (Continued): Considerations for Level Crossing Types
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7 Japan Level Crossing Safety
Due to the fact that the vast majority of documents relating to Asian Regulations and
Standards relating to level crossings are written in Japanese (e.g. not translatable to the
authors), key information in this section may be missing. However, some English
documents relating to Asian level crossing safety were reviewed and are discussed in
this Section.

7.1

East Japan Railway Company Level Crossing Safety32

The East Japan Railway Company (referred to as JR East) was formed after Japan
Nation Railways (JNR) was privatized in 1987 and is the largest of the private railroads
that exist in Japan. In the busiest part of Japan, JR East is the major provider of public
transportation. Due to its large volume, the company has made large monetary
investments to make safety a high priority. JR East has implemented a Safety Research
Laboratory where they conduct work in the area of level crossing safety.
The JR East Railway consists of three major types of level crossings:
Type 1: Crossing equipped with a warning system (warning bell and flasher) and
barrier (usually there are two barriers on either side of the crossing (i.e. four
quadrant). Figure 32 shows a typical JR East crossing.
Type 2: Crossing equipped only with warning system
Type 3: Crossing equipped only with level crossing sign
According to risk assessment, Type 1 crossings (e.g. fitted with waring bell, flashing
lights and boom gates) are the safest type of crossings, with a lower accident rate and
monetary collective risk than other types of crossings.
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Figure 32: JR East Type 1 Crossing (fitted with bells, flashing lights and boom
gates)
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8 Sweden Level Crossing Safety
Due to the fact that the vast majority of documents relating to Swedish Regulations and
Standards relating to level crossings are written in Swedish (e.g. not translatable to the
authors), key information in this section may be missing. However, some English
documents relating to Sweden level crossing safety were reviewed and are discussed in
this Section.

8.1

Banverket Railway Network Website – Level Crossing Safety33

Banverket is the authority responsible for rail traffic in Sweden. Banverket follows and
conducts development in the railway sector, assists Parliament and the Government with
railway issues, and is responsible for the operation and management of state track
installations, co-ordination of the local, regional and inter-regional railway services, and
provides support for research and development in the rail sector.
On the railway network that is administered by Banverket, there are approximately 7,500
level crossings that are used by trains. There are several different types of level
crossings, ranging from crossings with road barriers, which are used by hundreds of
motorists every day, to unprotected crossings which are only used by a few people each
day.
There are at present just over 2,000 crossings with full-length or half-barriers (see Figure
26). Light and audio signals warn road users of an approaching train and the barriers
close off the road, preventing access to the tracks. The number of level crossings with
only light and audio signals has decreased during recent years and there are today just
over 600 of them in Sweden. The St Patrick's cross is the simplest variant of a warning
sign. These crosses have decreased in number during recent years and are now less
than 1,000 throughout the country.
Today, there are just over 5 000 level crossings without either warning signs or safety
devices. These types of crossing are only found where there are very few road users and
the trains are operated at reasonable speeds. The aim is to cut the number of these
crossings by fifty per cent by 2007. On the main line network there are now only one or
two hundred of these crossings left, and they have been phased out entirely on the
double-track network.
According to Banverket, eliminating level crossings is the most effective way of reducing
accidents. The closing of level crossings is given priority in a very methodical way. A
careful inventory is made of the section of line in question, and traffic flows, visibility
distances and gradient in plan and profile are measured. Work continues on increasing
the level of safety at level crossings. Banverket has started work on the project referred
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to as ‘Level Crossing’ which is tasked with creating an effective strategy for level
crossings. During 2005, Banverket built 5 grade-separated crossings and taken 12
crossings with audio/light signals and 67 crossings without signal protection out of
service. Protective devices were upgraded at 28 level crossings.

Figure 33: Swedish Level Crossing Equipped with St. Patrick’s Cross, Warning
Lights and Gate
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9 Australian Level Crossing Safety
In Australia, the agencies overseeing laws and regulations for level crossings in Canada
include the Australian Government Department of Transport, Australian Transport Safety
Bureau (ATSB), Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) and the Australasian Railway
Association (ARA), among others. According to the University of Western Australia Injury
Research Centre:34
•

There are about 12,500 railway level crossings in Australia, 88% of which are
unprotected by boom gates.

•

70% of level crossing crashes occur in rural areas.

•

Although level crossing crashes account for only about 0.5% of total crashes in
Australia, they account for 2% of deaths, with the risk of injury high.

Australia has initiated the Level Crossing Strategy Council, whose goal is to increase the
safety of level crossings through the use of a Level Crossing Assessment Model to
evaluate crossing risk. The LCAM calculates risk as defined by various level crossing
factors, similar to the assessment models used by other Nations discussed previously. In
order to decrease level crossing risk, prevention strategies were defined by stakeholders
and the community (see Figure 32) including: 34
•

boom gates (23%)

•

education (18%)

•

signage (15%)

•

warning lights (14%)

•

increased education (11%)

•

traffic lights (10%)

•

clearing trees and vision obstacles (4%)

•

manned crossings (1%)

•

grade separation (1%)

•

maintenance (1%)
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Figure 34: Various Prevention Strategies for Reducing Level Crossing Risk

Australia has issued many Regulations and Standards and Strategies relating to grade
crossings. Some of the policies related to Australian Level Crossing Safety were
discussed in the previous report submitted by the authors on 2 November, 2007. In the
following sub-sections, additional material is presented and some of the previouslycovered material is re-visited.

9.1

Australian Level Crossing Assessment Model35

As discussed in the previously-submitted report, the authors were advised by VicRoads’
staff that the Australian Level Crossing Assessment Model (LCAM) has been used to
assess and evaluate level crossings within Victoria. Other parts of Australia, such as
NSW also use the LCAM.
According to the Level Crossing Strategy Council:
The Level Crossing Assessment Model (LCAM) is a rigorous process to evaluate relative
safety risk of level crossings and a method to determine the optimum treatment for
individual sites. At the May 2003 Australian Transport Council (ATC) meeting all state
and territory transport ministers agreed to adopt this innovative method of risk
assessment. It is the only comprehensive level crossing model in Australia.
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The Level Crossing Strategy Council uses LCAM to objectively prioritise upgrades across
NSW. A list of sites LCAM indicates require treatment is used to develop the state’s
annual $5 million Level Crossing Safety Improvement Program. The Level Crossing Unit
co-ordinates the assessment and installation of treatment options.
LCAM allows a computer analysis of over 70 risk factors for each site and allows testing
of proposed treatments to see how the LCAM score increases or decreases. By doing
consecutive runs, different scenarios can be assessed so the model can score the
optimum treatment. This means each safety dollar is spent where it can generate the
greatest safety improvement. The factors include:
•

road and rail volumes and speeds at existing level crossings;

•

safety treatments;

•

number of tracks;

•

road quality;

•

vision of road vehicles to train;

•

vision of rail vehicles to road; and

•

adjacent road geometry.

For each level crossing, there is a range of treatment options. Integrated, tailored
solutions must involve both the road and rail authorities and are coordinated by the Level
Crossing Unit. Treatment options include:
Road focused
passive (signage improvements)
advanced warning signs
queuing treatment
traffic signal coordination
road realignment

Rail focused
active (bells; lights; boom gates)
high intensity lamps
train speed reduction
rail realignment
sight line improvements

Many of the higher ranked sites in the program require changes to road and rail
infrastructure. The 10 top priority sites are all fitted with type F lights, bells, and half boom
gates...
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9.2

Australian Standard 1742.7 – 1993 Manual of Uniform Traffic
Control Devices – Railway Crossings36

This Australian Standard mandates traffic controls and warnings used at railway
crossings. Many different signs are specified, some mandatory, some recommended
and some are available as alternatives.
Figure 35 illustrates examples of railway level crossing give-way and crossing ahead
signs.

Figure 35: Examples of Give Way and Crossing Ahead Signs

Figure 36 shows a schematic for a standard level crossing with a straight approach
controlled by ‘give way signs (passive controls).
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Figure 36: Level Crossing with Straight Approach Controlled by Give Way Signs
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Australian Standard AS 4292: Railway Safety Management37

9.3

This standard was enacted in January of 2006. According to the foreword, “This
Standard has been prepared primarily with a view to achieving uniformity in the
management of railway safety… Railway safety management requires a risk
management system, which aims to ensure that railways develop and maintain
appropriate standards, procedures and rules to provide safe operational and engineering
processes and systems. This objective, in common with all responsible industry, is to
manage to a level as low as is reasonably practicable, the risk of injury to people or
damage to property.”
The authors reviewed this document and found no specific standards relating to level
crossing safety. For the most part, the document specifies the “theory” of how risk
should be addressed and safety improved. However, specific instructions as to which
safety devices and countermeasures should be used for certain circumstances were not
given.

Code of Practice for the Defined Interstate Rail Network38

9.4

This code of practice was drafted for use by rail operators and users on the Defined
Interstate Rail Network and is meant to supplement existing rail organization codes.
Ultimate responsibility, however, rests with the rail organization. The following
information was extracted from the Code:

9.4.1

Section 2.8 Road/Pedestrian Crossing Requirements

The following apply:
1.

Crossing controls shall be provided at designated level crossings.

2.

The selection of the crossing control for a particular level crossing shall consider
the risks to all users of the crossing.

3.

Crossing controls shall comply with AS 1742.7, Manual of uniform traffic control
devices, Part 7: Railway crossings.

4.

Crossing controls shall be either—
a.

passive controls—for example signs, manual gates, mazes or combination
thereof; or
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active controls—for example flashing lights, boom gates, pedestrian gates,
walk/don't walk signals, audible alarms in conjunction with signs, and mazes
if required.

5.

Warning of approaching trains shall be provided to those about to cross the
railway so that they can either stop prior to the crossing or clear the crossing
before the train arrives. This warning shall be achieved either by:
a.

providing direct viewing of the approaching train at passive controlled
crossings; or

b.
6.

providing a timely warning at active controlled crossings.
Where active controls are used, the warning provided shall clearly indicate to the
user when the crossing is not safe to cross. If the warning time could be unduly
long (failure and maintenance situations aside), the crossing shall not be closed
for a time that is likely to test the patience of the crossing user prior to and
following the passage of a train.

7.

When determining the crossing control measures to be applied the possibility of
other train(s) occupying the crossing in either direction immediately after a
previous train needs to be considered.

9.4.2

Section 3.1 - Trackside Signs

The following are some examples of trackside signs used by rail operators (Figure 37,
Figure 38 and Figure 39):

Figure 37: Location Ahead Sign

Figure 38: Whistle Sign
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Figure 39: Permanent Speed Sign

9.4.3

Section 5.4 – Train Crew Vigilance

Under this section, train crews are required “When approaching a station, siding, signal
or level crossing, keep a sharp look out, particularly when weather is not clear or visibility
is impaired for any reason.”

9.4.4

Section 5.5.1 Normal Use of Locomotive Warning Device

Train crews are required sound the locomotive warning device clearly and distinctly.
The intensity, length and repetition shall be varied according to the circumstances and
the distance over which warnings need to be heard. The train crew shall sound the
locomotive warning device when approaching a crossing or passing movement.

9.4.5

Section 5.6.1 Normal Use of Locomotive Headlight (where fitted)

The train crew is required to ensure that the headlight is on at all times, in the full
position, whenever the train is moving on the running lines: The train crew is required to
dim the headlight (or turn off the headlight if visibility/ditch lights are fitted) when
approaching junctions, terminals or crossing locations.
If the headlight or visibility/ditch lights are unable to be displayed in darkness or during
conditions of poor visibility, the train should not exceed speeds of 50 km/h and the speed
should be reduced to a low speed over level crossings and through station yards.
Thus it is the opinion of the authors that the train should not exceed speeds of 50 km/h
over level crossings if the visibility is diminished (e.g. in foggy conditions or other
inclement weather) so as to hinder the “display” of the train headlight.
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10 Australia Compared to Other Nations
Compared to Nations such as the USA, Canada and the UK, the Australian Regulations
and Standards for level crossings are vulnerable to “subjectiveness” and “interpretation.”
It appears as though Australian level crossing safety can vary significantly from state to
state. According to independent researchers, “…legislative differences in timing and
detail have occurred between states.”39 In August of 2007, The Australian National
Transport Commission (NTC) found that “the effectiveness and efficiency of safety in the
Australian rail system has been limited by inconsistencies in the provisions and
interpretation of rail safety regulation between the State and Territory jurisdictions.”
Figure 40 is a diagram depicting a map of the various regulations which exist throughout
Australia.
A 2004 NTC study recognized the need to improve the Australian regulatory framework
for Railways. According to the NTC, “Technical standards are generally considered
‘guidance only’ and afforded no regulatory status.” Further, “Codes of Practice” were
deemed to function as “Guidance only, afforded no regulatory status.”
In contrast, other countries referenced in this review, such as the USA and Canada
employ an effective model where a single body is responsible for issuing standards and
verifying compliance. The UK employs a cascading hierarchical model with specifically
outlined responsibilities.

Figure 40: Map of Various Regulations Existing Throughout Australia 39
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The Australian Transportation Safety Bureau compared railway accident fatalities of
Australia compared with other OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development) countries.40 Australia has a higher incidence of railway accident fatalities
compared with a considerable amount of other major OECD nations, including those
covered in this report (see Figure 41).
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Figure 41: Number of Railway Deaths per 100,000 Population - 1980-199940

Although there was a downward trend (a 50% reduction in railway accident deaths in
Australia from 1980 to 1999), this downward trend was also evident in the majority of
other nations surveyed. In the USA and the UK, the rate was less than 0.05 per 100,000
population throughout most of the period analysed. The number of railway accident
deaths per 100,000 population in Australia remained above the median for the vast
majority of the period analysed (see Figure 42). According to a UK analysis, Australia
had the highest average number of deaths per crossing per year compared to Japan, the
USA and Great Britain (see Figure 43).
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Figure 42: Number of Railway Accident Deaths per 100,000 Population, Australia
compared with the OECD median, 1980-1999

Figure 43: Comparison of Crossing Deaths for Australia and Other Nations22
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Nearly all of the nations surveyed in this study had what could be referred to as
“minimum standards” for the control of level crossings. The only mandatory requirements
consisted of simple signs, road markings, horn sounding and headlight illumination. All
other control devices were implemented in each specific circumstance. Although there
are few required regulations in terms of supplemental control devices in other nations,
e.g. required standards relating to implementation of active control devices such as
flashing lights and gates, there were very specific guides which set out when additional
devices are needed. For example, Canada required the use of flashing lights and
automatic boom gates at level crossings where freight trains and passenger trains
passed over certain speeds. Canada also required the use of crossing illumination at all
open level crossings or at crossings where the speed exceeded 50 km/h. Similarly,
crossing illumination and flashing lights were strongly recommended in the USA for level
crossings where fog or inclement weather was common.
Australia was a bit different than the other nations surveyed. Essentially, the governing
body in charge of the level crossing is given a list of parameters that contribute to risk
and told to make an assessment. Once the crossing is assessed for risk, it is
fundamentally as subjective process to decide which control devices should be
implemented.
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11 Summary of Findings
The following is a summary of findings regarding the subject literature review of level
crossing safety throughout the world:
1.

This literature review focused on level crossing safety in various nations including
the USA, Canada, Great Britain, Japan, Sweden in comparison to Australia

2.

All of the countries discussed in this literature review have recognized the
presence of level crossings to be a significant safety hazard/risk:
a.

USA: goal to reduce level crossing accidents and fatalities by at least 50%
over a 10 year period.

b.

Canada: proactive strategy to reduce crash risk within the grade crossing
environment and to minimize the frequency and severity of preventable
crashes by ensuring that all measures to eliminate or reduce the identified
safety problems are fully considered, evaluated and documented.

c.

Great Britain: National Level Crossing Safety Group (NLCSG) was set up in
October 2002 with a goal of reviewing key aspects of level crossing safety,
including legislation, planning consultation and funding for the permanent
closure of crossings or provision of alternatives.

d.

Sweden: Eliminating level crossings is the most effective way of reducing
accidents. The closing of level crossings is given priority in a very
methodical way. A careful inventory is made of the section of line in question,
and traffic flows, visibility distances and gradient in plan and profile are
measured.

e.

Australia: Initiated the Level Crossing Strategy Council, whose goal is to
increase the safety of level crossings through the use of an Australian Level
Crossing Assessment Model to evaluate crossing risk.

3.

All of the countries discussed in this review incorporate some type of risk
assessment model. In order to determine which level crossings have the highest
associated risk, they are ranked in terms of some of all of the following
characteristics and scheduled for mitigation:
•

Train speed

•

Surface condition

•

Number of tracks

•

Sight distance

•

Highway speed

•

Nearby intersection
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4.

•

Crossing angle

•

Population

•

Functional class of highway

•

Number of hazardous material

•

Crossing width

•

Type of tracks

•

Vertical alignment

•

Surface type

•

Horizontal alignment

trucks
•

Number of buses

•

Number of school buses

•

Number of passengers

•

Number of accidents

Due to the high risk of existing level crossings, each country has mandated
and/or recommended many standards to improve safety (Table 7):

Safety Measure

Requirements / Recommendations

Cross bucks

Required in all surveyed nations

Advanced warning signs

Required in most of the surveyed nations

Roadway paint markings

Required on paved roads for most of the surveyed nations

Horn Sounding

Required in all surveyed nations

Headlight

Required in all surveyed nations

Reflective materials

Required in the USA

Flashing lights on signs

In USA:
•

required for all new level Xings where freight speed is >
10 mph

•

recommended for existing Xings if risk warrants

•

specifically recommended if sight distance is restricted

In Canada required if annual cross product > 1,000
Boom gates

In USA:
•

required for all new level Xings where passenger speed
is > 15 mph and freight speed is > 40 mph

•

recommended for existing Xings if risk warrants

In Canada required if annual cross product > 50,000
Roadway delineators

Recommended in USA for frequent inclement weather

Crossing illumination

In USA recommended in areas of frequent fog occurrence
In Canada:
•

required at all unrestricted grade crossings

•

all crossings with no grade crossing warning system or
traffic signals

•

Stopping/Reduce Speed

all crossings where road speed limit > 50 km/h

In Great Britain, trains are required to stop before proceeding
over the crossing where:
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•

Road users cannot see approaching trains across the
viewing zones or

•

The train driver cannot see the crossing from the point
at which the brake should be applied to stop short of the
crossing.

•

If not required to stop, trains are required to reduce their
speed to 15 km/h over the crossing.

Alternative safety devices

Recommended in most nations if risk warrants

Table 7: Required/Recommended Control Measures
5.

Risk associated with level crossings is being mitigated using the following
methods, which have proved to be extremely effective:
Countermeasure
Intersection Lighting
Flashing Lights

Effectiveness
52% reduction in night-time accidents over
no lighting
64% reduction in accidents over
crossbucks alone
88% reduction in accidents over

Lights & 2-Gate System & Flashing Lights

crossbucks alone
44% reduction in accidents over flashing
lights alone

Median Barriers
Long Arm Gates (cover ¾ of roadway)
4-Quadrant Gates

6.

80% reduction in violations over 2-Gate
system
67 to 84% reduction in violations over 2Gate system
82% reduction in violations over 2-Gate
system

Crossing Closure

100% reduction

Photo/Video Enforcement

34 to 94% reduction in violations

The NTSB found that it was common for drivers of heavy vehicle such as school
buses and large trucks to have difficulty hearing the audibility of the train horn.
Often, it is not until the train and oncoming heavy vehicle are a very short
distance apart that the sound exceeds the ambient noise levels at the driver’s
seat by a high enough margin.

7.

The NTSB concluded that retro-reflective materials are extremely effective and
are sufficiently durable to survive a myriad of environments. A study of human
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perception was successful such that it formed the basis for the enacting of
required US Federal Standard, Reflectorization of Freight Rolling Stock.
8.

The NTSB has evaluated several train crashes where fog and limited visibility
were determined to be contributing factors.
a.

In response, the NTSB recommended the required installation of active
warning devices at grade crossings where sight distances are frequently
reduced by dense fog. They further urged the Federal Railroad
Administration to promulgate regulations for lamp bulb voltages for grade
crossing warning lights to ensure optimum output, proper color, brilliance and
sight distance.

9.

Australia has a higher incidence of railway accident fatalities compared with a
considerable amount of other major OECD nations, including those covered in
this report.
a.

In August of 2007, The NTC has determined that there is a limitation in the
effectiveness and efficiency of Australian rail safety due to inconsistency in
interpretation of safety regulations.41

b.

The NTC reported that technical standards and codes of practice serve
mostly as guides and offer minimal or no regulatory status. 42

c.

The NTC has recognized the need to improve the Australian regulatory
framework for railways.
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12 Conclusions
1.

Australia is behind other leading nations in relation to level crossing safety
a.

Although Australia has safety standards relating to level crossings, most
requirements are optional and not required.

b.

The implementation of safety measures is not uniform throughout the country
and varies significantly from state to state.

c.

No clear guide exists about which types of control devices are required or
recommended for certain defined characteristics.

2.

Other countries have specific recommendations related to fog and reduced
visibility:
a.

Canada requires crossing illumination at all open crossings

b.

The USA recommends crossing illumination and roadway delineation at level
crossings where there is frequent fog occurrence or inclement weather.

3.

The USA and Canada produced studies citing the fact that active safety controls
are much more effective than minimal passive controls.

4.

Fog has been shown to be a contributing factor in level crossing collisions, based
on several cases reviewed by the US government. In response, the NTSB
recommended the required installation of active warning devices at grade
crossings where sight distances are frequently reduced by dense fog.

5.

Reflective materials have been demonstrated to be effective in increasing train
conspicuity; the USA has mandated the implementation of reflective materials on
all trains.

6.

The sounding of the train horn is not a reliable method for alerting drivers at level
crossings. It was reported in the USA that drivers of heavy vehicles often have
difficulty hearing the audibility of the train horn until it is too late to stop.

7.

In the authors’ opinion, the global recognition of the hazardous nature of level
crossings is best mitigated with the implementation of simple engineering
controls. This effectively leads to the conclusion that it is the ultimate
responsibility of the governing bodies and not of the general driving public to
minimize level crossing risk.
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number of specialist courses relating to Injury Research and Prevention, Crash Analysis and
Reconstruction, Biomechanics of Impact Injury. In 2004, Dr Rechnitzer was awarded the 2003
Warren Medal by the Institution of Engineers Australia, as co-author of the papers “Crashworthiness
Systems - A Paradigm Shift in Road Safety Design”, Parts I and II.
Dr Rechnitzer is a Member of the Institution of Engineers Australia, Member of the Society of
Automotive Engineers, and a Fellow of the Safety Institute of Australia.
A founding partner and Director of ‘DVE’, George brings significant engineering experience, academic
and research expertise to the team, as well as extensive industry affiliations both nationally and
internationally.
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Shane Richardson
Position:

Principal Mechanical Engineer
Director DVExperts International Pty Ltd

Expertise:

Mechanical Engineering
Accident Reconstruction
B.Eng (Mech.), MSc. (MVT) MIEAust.

Shane Richardson is a partner in DVExperts International Pty Ltd, a Consultancy specialising in Forensic Engineering,
Accident Investigation, Reconstruction, Failure Analysis and Safety Solutions. Shane has conducted well in excess of 150
collision/incident investigations. Shane has provided expert evidence in the Supreme, County and Magistrate Courts
related to collision/incident investigations for rollover collisions, heavy equipment, tram collisions, boat collisions, vehicle
dynamics, collision damage, crashworthiness, lines of sight, motorcycle collisions, bicycle collisions, pedestrian collisions,
human impact, ballistics and vehicle data recorders.
Shane has been attached to the Victoria Police Accident Investigation Section and has investigated, analysed and
reconstructed vehicle crashes for the Australian Army and instigated the fitment of vehicle crash data recorders into
vehicles within the Australian Army General Service fleet of vehicles.
Shane has consulted on major projects including: suspension systems for; combat vehicles, trucks and passenger
vehicles, certification and evaluation of vehicles for various clients (both in Government and private industry), analysis of
roll-over issues for vehicle fleets (including work for Monash University Accident Research Centre), development of safety
solutions and various incident and crash investigations (including failure modes effects analysis). Consulting engineering
to provide design, development, review, validation and specification of vehicle mounted equipment, safety systems,
vehicles and mechanical equipment for a diverse range of DVE’s clients. Shane has designed, developed and supervised
the manufacture of Roll Over Protective Systems, equipment mountings, and safety systems. Shane evaluated technical
integrity issues such as: design, documentation, drawings, systems of work, maintenance and reliability and investigated
equipment faults and failures. Shane has developed an evaluation methodology to characterise vehicle handling and
rollover propensity.
Shane Richardson is a Mechanical Engineer with 18 years experience in applying systems engineering methods to the
procurement, specifications development, and design of automotive, military and mechanical systems for the Australian
Army. Shane was posted to the Royal Military College during 1991 and completed a Master of Science degree. From
1995 to 1998 Shane led the Land Engineering project team which investigated, analysed, developed, tested and
specified safety systems for the Australian Army’s fleet of General Service vehicles. This work initiated Shane’s PhD
studies at Monash University. Shane’s work, PhD studies, courses at Texas A&M, University of North Florida and VDO
Kienzle, and presentations and attendance at national and international conferences have resulted in a focused
understanding on human and object impacts. Shane has utilised computer modelling simulations to examine collisions,
failures and to develop solutions to safety problems.
He has published national and international technical papers, and is currently enrolled as a PhD candidate within the Civil
Engineering Department, Monash University. The focus of his research thesis is Roll Over Protection Systems for 4x4
vehicles.
Shane is a member of the Institution of Engineers Australia, the Society of Automotive Engineers and the Australasian &
South Pacific Association of Collision Investigators. In 2002, he joined forces with other leading experts in the formation of
DVExperts. A founding partner and Director of “DVE”, Shane brings significant practical and research expertise to the
team, as well as extensive industry affiliations both nationally and internationally. As part of DVE’s ongoing commitment to
offering the highest quality of service, Shane regularly attends technical seminars and courses and is continuing to
develop safety products.
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